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Abstract: Beginning in 2008, The City of Lincoln, Nebraska set forth efforts to reduce pollutant 
loads within Antelope Creek below U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) criteria with 
the goal of eventually having segments of the stream removed from the Clean Water Act 303(d) 
list of impaired waters. Early efforts focus on channel improvements made as part of the 
Antelope Valley Project to increase the flood carrying capacity of the Creek. However, 
additional funding is being provided through an intergovernmental agreement between the 
Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality and the City of Lincoln (Grant Number: 56-
1283) to allow the City of Lincoln’s Watershed Management Division of the Public Works and 
Utilities Department to fund a graduate student assistantship to create, implement, and run a non-
structural program with the objective of reducing pollutant loads within Antelope Creek. As per 
the inter-governmental agreement between the City of Lincoln and the Nebraska Department of 
Environmental Quality, in order for section 319 Grant funds to be used, this non-structural 
program is expected to consist of several approaches to improve stormwater quality. Jeffrey 
Polkowski, the graduate student, research assistant, and author of this paper, was assigned 
responsibility to run the non-structural program. He decided to use the funds to construct a Best 
Management Practices (BMP) cost-share program. This professional project involves researching 
the lessons, methods, and approaches other cities have taken as a potential basis for planning and 
designing the cost-share program that was made available to all residents within the Antelope 
Park Sub-Basin of Antelope Creek in Lincoln, Nebraska. During the course of this cost-share 
program, a total of 98 BMPs were installed within 37 land parcels. Recommendations to improve 
BMP cost-shares for future sub-basins are to identify residents who will fail to meet project goals 
through a structured application, include education opportunities for local landscaping 
professionals, require that residents implement 2 BMPs in order to qualify for the cost-share, and 
to offer prefabricated rain garden designs to residents who do not want hire a professional or 
design their own. 
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1.0 Introduction 
The City of Lincoln, Nebraska and 
the Lower Platte South Natural 
Resources District (LPSNRD) have 
continued efforts towards developing 
a Comprehensive Watershed Master 
Plan for future growth areas within 
the City of Lincoln. This has led to 
the development of Comprehensive 
Watershed Master Plans for Beal 
Slough (2000), Southeast Upper Salt 
Creek (2003), Stevens Creek (2005), 
Cardwell Branch (2007), Deadmans 
Run (2007), Little Salt Creek (2009), 
and most recently Antelope Creek 
(2012). The City of Lincoln has 
chosen to adopt these Watershed 
Master Plans in order to provide 
information for flood control and 
stream degradation projects. Because flooding issues have already been dealt with previously, 
the Antelope Creek Watershed Basin Management Plan addresses water quality issues within a 
stretch of Antelope Creek that is in the highly urbanized center of Lincoln, Nebraska. It is 
important to note that the Antelope Creek Watershed Basin Management Plan only includes the 
portion of the Antelope Creek Watershed (Figure 1) downstream of Holmes Lake. 
1.1 Antelope Creek Watershed 
The Antelope Creek Watershed includes and area of approximately 7.7 square miles (City of 
Lincoln Watershed Management 2012) and was listed as impaired by the Nebraska Department 
of Environmental Quality (NDEQ) and the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) due to elevated levels of ammonia and Escherichia coli (E. coli), which serves as an 
indicator for fecal contamination (Standridge 2008). These elevated levels of pollutants have 
caused Antelope Creek to be determined as a Category 5 water body and be listed on EPA Clean 
Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d) list of impaired waters (Nebraska Department of 
Environmental Quality 2012). The 303(d) is a list of all impaired and threatened streams, river 
segments and lakes that is submitted by each state to the EPA, as required by the Clean Water 
Act. This list is used to identify all waters where pollution control methods are insufficient, as 
determined by EPA water quality standards.  
 
To construct this master plan, the City of Lincoln and LPSNRD worked with EA Engineering, 
Science, and Technology, Inc;  JEO Consulting Group; Wright Water Engineers (WWE); and 
Figure 1: Antelope Creek Watershed 
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Dr. Robert Pitt of the University of Alabama  from May 2010 through March 2012. The plan 
identifies sources of pollution and provides information to aid the city in removing Antelope 
Creek from the CWA 303(d) list. The Basin Plan includes a total inventory to identify critical 
areas, assesses Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) requirements for Antelope Creek to 
evaluate stormwater pollutant loadings specific to storm hydrology, and analyzes land use 
conditions in the Basin Plan area. 
 
Although the majority of City efforts to combat these levels of pollutants within Antelope Creek 
is through large scale engineering projects overseen by engineers within the City of Lincoln 
Department of Public Works and Utilities, engineers within the City have decided to hire a 
graduate student in the Master of Community and Regional Planning degree program at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln to implement programs and projects that are classified as non-
structural. The student, Jeffrey Polkowski (author of this paper) was assigned to apply 
community planning efforts within the Antelope Creek Watershed using water quality data 
provided by EA, JEO, and WWE. Mr. Polkowski was to create projects and programs for the 
City of Lincoln that would work towards removing Antelope Creek from the CWA 303(d) list. 
1.2 Water Quality Projects and Programs 
Following the completion of the Antelope Creek Watershed 
Basin Management Plan, an inter-governmental agreement 
between the NDEQ and the City of Lincoln Watershed 
Management Division in the Department of Public Works and 
Utilities was formed in accordance with the Interlocal 
Cooperation Act, Nebraska Stat. Sec. 13-801 to 13-807 (Reissue 
1987) or Nebr. Rev. Stat. Sec. 81-1504 (sup. 1997) of the 
Nebraska Environmental Protection Act, whichever is 
applicable (see Appendix 10.1). In this agreement, Watershed 
Management made a request to the NDEQ for Section 319 
Grant funds, pursuant to the federal Clean Water Act and the 
Nebraska Nonpoint Source Management Program, which have 
been made available to the NDEQ through the EPA. 
 
Added to the Clean Water Act in 1987 to establish a national program to address nonpoint 
sources of water pollution, Section 319 authorizes the EPA to award grants to states with 
approved Nonpoint Source Assessment Reports and Nonpoint Source Management Programs. 
The funds are to be used to implement programs and projects designed to reduce nonpoint source 
pollution. 
 
This inter-governmental agreement between the NDEQ and the City of Lincoln allows the use of 
Section 319 funds to implement 6 structural projects and one non-structural environmental 
program. These projects and program will help to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, 
Figure 2: Antelope Park open house 
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and biological integrity of Antelope Creek. The creation and implementation of a non-structural 
environmental program constitutes Jeffrey Polkowski’s professional project in his master’s 
degree program at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Proposed projects were first introduced 
to the public on May 2, 2013 at the Auld Pavilion (Figure 2). The six structural projects and one 
non-structural program follows: 
 
Project 1: AC-PO1 
AC-PO1 is located west of 33rd Street from Sheridan Boulevard to Van Dorn Street along 
approximately 1,300 feet of an unnamed tributary. The tributary channel will be reshaped 
and fitted with small bioretention areas to decrease flow velocities, promote infiltration, 
and further stabilize the stream. 
 
Project 2: AC-PO2 
AC-PO2 is located west of 33rd Street from Van Dorn Street to South Street along 
approximately 2,500 feet of an unnamed tributary. The tributary channel will be reshaped 
and fitted with small bioretention areas to decrease flow velocities, promote infiltration, 
and further stabilize the stream. A bioretention area up to 5,000 square feet will be 
located approximately 1000 feet downstream from Van Dorn Street. 
 
Project 3: AC-PO3 
AC-PO3 is located in the park area southwest of the 33rd and South Street intersection; 
the park will now include a bioretention area of up to 6,000 square feet. Additionally, a 
second smaller bioretention area will be constructed just west of the first one with an 
overflow directed into the larger cell. 
 
Project 4: AC-PO4 
AC-PO4 is located south and southwest of the Auld Pavilion within Antelope Park. Curb 
cuts will be placed on the existing parking lot, and the existing storm drain inlet will be 
modified in such a way that parking lot runoff will be directed to a newly constructed 
bioretention area of up to 15,000 square feet.  
 
Project 5: AC-PO5 
AC-PO5 currently is the only project that is not located within the Antelope Park Sub-
Basin, but is upstream within the Roberts Park Sub-Basin. It has been prioritized by EA 
Associates in the Antelope Creek Watershed Basin Management Plan as the 5th project 
that should be completed within the watershed based on annual pollutant loads and 
project feasibility (City of Lincoln Watershed Management 2012). The project is located 
southwest of 56th and A Street. Two channel reaches have been selected for 
improvements, both in open green space east of Holmes Elementary School at 52nd and 
Sumner Street. The downstream inlet will be modified to aid in soil infiltration, the 
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concrete channel will be replaced with a grass swale, and berms will be installed 
perpendicular to the channels to decrease the flow velocities and promote infiltration into 
soils. The berms shall also include a pipe at flowline elevation to convey low flows, and a 
concrete weir will be installed to convey high flows. Each bioretention area is 
approximately 16,000 to 18,000 square feet in size and is approximately 8-12 inches in 
depth, with two to three feet of engineered soils to promote infiltration.  
 
Project 6: AC-PO6 
AC-PO6 is located within the Lincoln Children’s Zoo. Several bioretention cells totaling 
5,000 square feet around the zoo parking lot and entrance will be constructed. Five 
thousand square feet of pervious pavers near the entrance of the zoo will be installed, a 
green roof will be installed, downspouts will be disconnected into a rainwater cistern, and 
a water quality management plan will be written for the zoo by Jeffrey Polkowski but 
will not be a component of this professional project. 
 
Non-Structural Program 
Additional funding was provided to allow the Watershed Management Division to hire an 
intern (Jeffrey Polkowski) to create, implement, and run a non-structural program as part 
of this project. This non-structural program is expected to consist of several approaches 
to improve stormwater quality. It was decided that these funds were to be used to 
construct a Best Management Practices (BMP) cost-share program that would be 
available to all residents within the Antelope Park Sub-Basin as well as several additional 
projects that in section 6.2, that have not been monitored for effectiveness during the time 
of this paper.  
 
As recommended by the Antelope Creek Watershed Basin Management Plan, the City has 
decided to employ all projects and programs that are developed for the Antelope Park Sub-Basin 
as part of a sub-basin by sub-basin implementation plan to improve water quality over time. The 
only exception to this is AC-PO5. The City intends to apply water quality practices within each 
of the eight sub-basins that make up the Antelope Creek Watershed as a whole (see Appendix 
10.2) because it is not reasonable to address the entire basin all at once (City of Lincoln 
Watershed Management 2012). The sub-basin by sub-basin approach is expected to be 
implemented over a 40-year period, with the assumption that projects within each sub-basin will 
be implemented over a 5-year period, starting with the Antelope Park Sub-Basin. The original 
reasoning behind the selection of the Antelope Park Sub-Basin as the first phase in an eight-
phase step-by-step approach is that this sub-basin was easily delineated and that the City owns a 
large amount of property within the sub-basin. This will allow the installation of several 
structural mitigation projects at once, with minimal inconvenience to residents of the Antelope 
Creek Watershed. With this reasoning in mind, the entirety of this professional project is limited 
to the Antelope Park Sub-basin of the Antelope Creek Watershed. 
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In an attempt to employ advocacy planning techniques that require engagement through residents 
of Lincoln, Jeffrey Polkowski, the student intern serving as Environmental Program Coordinator 
for this non-structural program, used grant funds awarded to the City of Lincoln from the Clean 
Water Act Section 319 through the NDEQ to construct the cost-share program for the benefit of 
residents who own properties within the Antelope Park Sub-Basin. The cost-share program 
reimburses residents a percentage of the installation cost of one or more BMPs within their 
properties. The cost-share program is labeled as the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality 
Project Cost-Share Program. The program is dedicated to providing leadership and guidance in 
the management of the Antelope Creek Watershed and its sub-basins by encouraging sustainable 
growth that maximizes safety, minimizes flood damages and improves water quality. The 
program values education and proactive management principles in order to ensure quality of life 
for future generations. Funding for the program is provided by the Nebraska Department of 
Environmental Quality, the Lower Platte South Natural Resources District and the City of 
Lincoln. 
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2.0 Methodology 
This chapter discusses the methodology that was used to conduct the Antelope Park Sub-Basin 
Water Quality Project Cost-Share Program. Section 2.1 examines cost-share programs within the 
Chesapeake Bay Watershed and extracts methods that can be applied within the Antelope Park 
Sub-Basin. Section 2.2 justifies the implementation process of the cost-share programs within the 
Antelope Park Sub-Basin. Section 2.3 explains the creation of a stakeholders group to assess the 
effectiveness of the cost-share program with the objective of making a more successful cost-
share program in the remaining eight sub-basins of the Antelope Creek Watershed. Section 2.4 
explains the water quality education and outreach efforts that have coincided with the Antelope 
Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project Cost-Share Program. This methodology plays an 
important role in implementing an effective water quality cost-share program. 
2.1 Case Study: Chesapeake Bay Watershed 
Past and present cost-share programs within the Chesapeake Bay Watershed have been 
researched in order to create the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Cost-Share Program. 
With 64,000 square miles and home to over 17 million people, the Chesapeake Bay Watershed 
encompasses parts of six states (Delaware, Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia and 
West Virginia) and the entire District of Columbia. The Chesapeake Bay served as a good, 
relevant case study from which to derive nonstructural program ideas for use in the Antelope 
Park Sub-Basin because the Chesapeake Bay Watershed was identified as the first marine dead 
zone in the United States, where hypoxic waters were so depleted of oxygen that they were 
unable to support life. The major pollutants to the Chesapeake Bay are excess nutrients from 
agriculture, urban/suburban runoff, and vehicle emissions.  
 
Following the declaration of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed as a marine dead zone, the 
governors of Maryland, Virginia and Pennsylvania; the mayor of the District of Columbia; and 
the administrator of the EPA signed The Chesapeake Bay Agreement of 1983 (Chesapeake Bay 
Program 1983) forming the Chesapeake Bay Program. The program is a regional partnership that 
directs and conducts the restoration of the Chesapeake Bay. As a partnership, the Chesapeake 
Bay Program brings together members of various state, federal, academic and local watershed 
organizations to build and adopt policies that support Chesapeake Bay restoration. By combining 
the resources and unique strengths of each individual organization, the Chesapeake Bay Program 
is able to follow a unified plan for restoration.  
 
Moving beyond the 1983 agreement, the Chesapeake Bay Program has adopted two additional 
agreements that provide overall guidance for Chesapeake Bay restoration. The first is the “1987 
Chesapeake Bay Agreement,” which has the goal to reduce the nutrients that enter the 
Chesapeake Bay by 40% by 2000 (Chesapeake Bay Program 1987). The second agreement is the 
“Chesapeake 2000” which is intended to guide restoration activities throughout the Chesapeake 
Bay watershed through 2010 (Chesapeake Bay Program 2000) and to provide opportunities for 
 
“headwater states” of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed to become more involved in the 
partnership.  
 
Many cities and counties within the 
Chesapeake Bay Watershed 
been incentivized to produce BMP
cost-share programs within their 
stormwater departments or other 
governing entities (Figure 3). These 
cost-share programs are in no way 
unified, and no two are alike in terms 
of what BMPs they offer and how 
they incentivize their residents to 
engage in the programs. Major cities 
that have BMP cost-share programs are: Baltimore, MD; Washington, DC; and Richmond, VA. 
Major counties that have BMP cost
County, MD, Prince George’s County, MD; Anne Arundel County, MD; and the Virginia based 
Thomas Jefferson Soil and Water Conservation District (TJSWCD) which includes 
County, Albemarle County, Fluvanna
each City’s cost-share program (
program in Lincoln’s Antelope Park Sub
 
The average maximum cost-share reimbursement 
was $2,000 after the removal of a $10,000 
share reimbursement for the Antelope Park Sub
Program was set at $2,000. 
 
The most common BMP in the Chesapeake Bay Programs 
has been included as a City of Lincoln BMP c
Chesapeake Bay BMP was the removal impervious surface, a component that 
included in any City of Lincoln 
was added to the Antelope Park Sub
occurrence as a BMP selected by residents 
professional project. 
 
Of the eight Chesapeake Bay cost
during the application process; two
Columbia County, offered five
opportunity to choose one to install in their home. Because the majority
have 
 
-share programs are: Columbia County, MD; Montgomery
 County, and Louisa County. A comparati
see Appendix 10.3) was used as a guide for the non
-Basin.  
in the Chesapeake Bay cost
outlier. Because of this, the maximum 
-Basin Water Quality Project Cost
was a rain garden, a component that 
ost-share item since 2007; the second most popular 
cost-share program. However, removal of imperv
-Basin Water Quality Project Cost-Share Program
in Lincoln is included in Chapter 4.0 
-share programs examined, five required designs 
 required no designs during the application process;
 predesigned BMPs from which residents were offered the 
 of the Chesapeake Bay 
Figure 3: Chesapeake Bay cost-share summary 
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Nelson 
ve analysis of 
-structural 
-share programs 
possible cost-
-Share 
had never been 
ious surfaces 
. Its 
of this 
for approval 
 and one, 
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programs required designs at the time of the submittal of the application for a cost-share 
agreement, the City of Lincoln program was set up to require designs as well.  
Methods for funding the Chesapeake Bay cost-share programs vary. Some of the programs are 
funded through regional DNRs and the local Chesapeake Bay Stewardship Fund, while others 
are funded through national non-profits such as the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. Many 
of the Chesapeake Bay programs pay for cost-shares though local stormwater utility fees, while 
others do not offer reimbursement but instead provide discounts in stormwater utility fees or 
property tax relief in exchange for the addition of BMPs to a property. At this time, the City of 
Lincoln does not have a stormwater utility fee. 
2.2 Implementation 
The cost-share program was offered to all residents within the Antelope Park Sub-Basin as of 
late February 2014. Kickoff of the cost-share program was announced by mailing informational 
brochures (see Appendix 10.4) to the property owners at all 1,583 parcels within the Antelope 
Park Sub-Basin. Addresses we’re extracted from County Assessor GIS shapefiles. In addition to 
the brochures, various news releases and radio interviews were held to provide education and 
outreach and a public meeting. 
 
Pulling from several programs in the Chesapeake Bay, the cost-share program in Lincoln was not 
only limited to homeowners, but also included renters where property owners have agreed to 
participate in the program. The program reimburses 
residents for 75% of all qualifying expenses, with a 
maximum cost-share of $2,000 for the BMP projects 
included. The BMP projects that qualify for the cost-share 
program are:  
 
Rain Garden 
A garden of native shrubs, perennials, and flowers 
(Figure 4) planted in a small depression, which is 
generally formed on a natural slope designed to 
temporarily hold and soak in rain water runoff 
(Emery 2006). 
 
Lawn Seeding 
The reseeding of lawn turf with grasses that 
provide a deep, fibrous root system to help build 
and maintain soil quality (Nepstad 1994).  
 
Downspout Disconnection 
During a heavy rain storm, each downspout 
discharges a significant amount of water.  Some 
Figure 4: Dan F. before (top) and after 
(bottom) rain garden installation 
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downspouts send rainwater down driveways, sidewalks, and underground pipes that lead 
to storm drains. Redirecting the downspout and allowing the rain water to flow across the 
lawn or into a garden provides more opportunity for rainwater to soak into the soil 
(Stoner 2007).  
 
Hardscape Removal 
Hard surfaces serve as pollution gateways to waterways. These impervious surfaces 
prevent rainwater from soaking into the ground and recharging groundwater supplies. 
Paved surfaces also add to a heat island effect, the phenomenon where urban areas are 
hotter than surrounding, non-urban areas (Mason 2008). This is a program component 
that has never been implemented in Nebraska. It was included in the Antelope Park Sub-
Basin program because of its popularity in the Chesapeake Bay programs. Its success in 
Nebraska is being monitored. 
 
Parking Lot Redirection 
The redirection of parking lot runoff from storm drain inlets to flow to rain gardens or 
other vegetated surfaces, treating and reducing runoff from the site. This project is similar 
to hardscape removal in that it reduces runoff to storm sewers from impervious surface 
pavement or curbs, but has been isolated from the Hardscape Removal BMP in an 
attempt to isolate and monitor its success. 
 
Rain Barrel 
Additionally, if a resident agrees to install one of the previously mentioned BMPs, the 
cost-share program will also reimburse up to $100 for a commercial grade rain barrel. A 
rain barrel is a small cistern used for rainwater harvesting at the residential level (Gregg 
2007).  
 
Several BMPs, such as the utilization of shade tree canopy, and rooftop gardens have been 
excluded from the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project Cost-Share Program for 
various reasons.  
 
Shade trees are large trees with dense canopies that are used for controlling stormwater runoff. A 
dense canopy can capture rainwater before reaching the stormwater drain (Pincetl 2013) and can 
also mitigate the urban heat-island effect by shading homes and streets. Shade trees have not 
been included as a BMP option due to restrictions within the NDEQ intergovernmental 
agreement with the City of Lincoln that funded this cost share project.  
 
Rooftop gardens are vegetated roofs that hold and delay runoff, effectively preventing rainwater 
from reaching the stormwater drain (Spivey 2002) and would filter pollutants from rainwater 
before reaching Antelope Creek. Rooftop gardens have not been included as a BMP option due 
 
to the average total cost of a rooftop garden
Antelope Park Sub-Basin.  
 
An application (see Appendix 10.
Management Practices they would like to 
designs upon submittal of the application for a cost
 
A contractual agreement (see Appendix 
terms of the agreement between the City of Lincoln and the r
 
Figure 5: Cost-share process from start to finish
 
Residents are required to first 
Polkowski, where he will approve the project
installed, after approval residents are to complete their project and schedule a second site visi
with Mr. Polkowski to ensure that all BMPs have been inst
collected. Residents are reimbursed 75% of their expenses 
visit (Figure 5). Residents are asked to maintain their new BMPs for up to two years under a 
‘good faith agreement.’ 
2.3 Stakeholders Group 
To coincide with the creation of 
Basin Water Quality Project Cost
stakeholders group –referred to as a focus group by the 
City of Lincoln– of residents participating in the program
was formed to periodically discuss
program, as well as additional opportunities pertaining to 
the Antelope Creek Non-Structural Program
The goal of the Antelope Creek Sub
 and the lack of structures with flat roofs within the 
5) was constructed for residents to fill out specifying the
have installed. Residents were also required to provide 
-share agreement. 
10.6) was approved by City lawyers
esident. 
 
submit an application and schedule a site visit 
 or require changes to the BMP
alled properly, at this time receipts are 
within 2-3 weeks of the second site 
the Antelope Park Sub-
-Share Program, a 
 
 the effectiveness of the 
 (Figure 6). 
-Basin Stakeholders 
Figure 6: Stakeholders group
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Group is to aid in the implementation of Best Management Practices to reduce pollutants in 
urban stormwater runoff within the sub-basin area, and to assess the effectiveness in the program 
with the objective of making a more successful cost-share program in the remaining eight sub-
basins of the Antelope Creek Watershed. As a whole, the Stakeholders Group assisted in: 
 
• Identifying interested residents who live in the sub-basin. 
 
• Providing input toward reducing pollutants in urban stormwater runoff within the 
 sub-basin area. 
 
• Helping disseminate information regarding the cost-share program for residents of 
the Antelope Creek Sub-Basin area. 
 
• Organizing a water quality bus tour that highlighted BMPs constructed by 
residents, businesses, and the City of Lincoln, with the purpose of displaying 
methods for reducing urban stormwater runoff at the residential level through 
landscaping techniques.  
 
• Reviewing any proposed City stormwater quality projects being proposed for the 
 sub-basin or the Antelope Creek area. 
 
The work of the Stakeholders group was facilitated by Jeffrey Polkowski, the UNL graduate 
student administering the cost-share program; however, additional technical resources and advice 
were provided by Kyle Hauschild of the Lower Platte South Natural Resources District, Karl D. 
Dietrich of the Lincoln–Lancaster County Health Department, and Ed Kouma and Ben Higgins 
of the City of Lincoln Department of Public Works and Utilities, Watershed Management 
Division. The Stakeholders group met three times, summarized as follows:  
 
Meeting 1- May 15
th
 2014 5:30 – 6:30 PM 
Presentations of the Master Planning process, discussion of Lincoln urban pollutants, 
drainage permit requirements, and explanation of the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water 
Quality Project Cost-Share Program. 
 
Meeting 2 – June 19
th
 2014 5:30 – 7:30 PM 
Tour of Best Management Practice facilities to display structural BMPs that are possible 
at the residential level. 
 
Survey- October 17
th
 2014 
A survey, meeting the City of Lincoln’s approval (see Appendix 10.7) and administered 
by the City’s Watershed Management Division, was presented to residents participating 
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in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project Cost-Share Program as a hard 
copy in order to obtain further information regarding the effectiveness of the Antelope 
Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project Cost-Share Program. The survey was mailed to all 
participants in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Cost Share Program. 
 
Meeting 3- October 30
th
 2014 5:30 – 7:30 PM 
Update on City efforts and discussion of ways to improve cost-share programs for future 
watersheds. Identify what was considered effective and ineffective in initiating the 
Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project Cost-Share Program. 
2.4 Education and Outreach  
There are generally two methods (Toker 2012) of education and outreach, indirect or direct. 
Indirect methods typically use media to inform community members and invite their 
participation; whereas, direct outreach methods include the human element. 
2.4.1 Indirect Methods 
It is advisable to use multiple indirect methods of education and outreach to reach the widest 
possible cross-section of the community. Five indirect methods of education and outreach were 
used. 
 
Water Quality Project Cost-Share Program Brochure 
The cost-share program was released by mailing informational brochures that were first 
sent out in February of 2014. The brochures outlined the basics of the Antelope Park Sub-
basin Water Quality Project Cost-Share Program. The brochure informed residents that, 
due to stormwater runoff, many pollutants typical in urban areas have been found in the 
Antelope Creek and its tributaries and that the City benefits when residents take steps to 
keep stormwater from flowing directly into storm drains. The brochure described the 
BMPs that qualify for the cost-share, areas that are qualified, and the application process. 
The brochure was mailed out to owners of all 1,583 residential parcels within the 
Antelope Park Sub-Basin or the home addresses of the owners of each residential parcel. 
 
Lincoln Journal Star News Article 
A newspaper article by reporter Nancy Hicks was published in the Lincoln Journal Star 
(Hicks 2014) on February of 2014. The article explained how the Watershed 
Management Division is working to reduce nutrient levels in urban stormwater runoff 
before reaching Antelope Creek due to E. coli levels that are 12 times the federal health 
standard. The news article explained that the cost-share program was implemented 
because it is in line with the City’s goal of reducing bacteria levels in Antelope Creek by 
93 percent, to meet state and federal health standards. The article also delineated areas 
that are qualified for the cost-share, and the application process. 
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UNL Today News Article 
An article was published by Haley Dover (Dover 2014) on April of 2014. The article 
focused on the development of the sub-basin water quality project overall, but also 
mentioned BMPs that qualify for the cost-share, areas that are qualified, and the 
application process. 
 
Excessive Nutrient Levels Brochure 
A brochure (see Appendix 10.8) was released during the fall germination period in 
September of 2014. The brochure explains how nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium are 
essential nutrients needed for plant growth, but can cause dangerous algae blooms, 
excessive aquatic plant growth, and decreases in the dissolved oxygen available for 
aquatic animal life. The brochure explains how the majority of soils in Lincoln already 
contain sufficient phosphorous levels to maintain a healthy lawn and suggests to residents 
that they use fertilizer with a low level of phosphorous. The brochure also teaches 
residents how to read nutrient levels displayed on a bag of fertilizer and offers a free soil 
test for properties within the Antelope Park Sub-Basin. Soil samples were taken by 
Jeffrey Polkowski, Environmental Program Coordinator at the City of Lincoln 
Department of Public Works and Utilities, and mailed to Platte Valley Labs in Gibbon, 
Nebraska, for analysis. Soil sample analyses are paid for by the Nebraska Department of 
Environmental Quality, the Lower Platte South Natural Resources District and the City of 
Lincoln. The brochure was mailed out to all 1,583 residential parcels within the Antelope 
Park Sub-Basin or the home addresses of the owners of each residential parcel. 
 
Program Website 
The Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Cost-Share Program is outlined on a website 
(http://lincoln.ne.gov/city/pworks/watrshed/grant/antelope-park/) that was accessible 
through the City’s website http://lincoln.ne.gov by using the key word ‘Antelope Creek.’ 
The website was also listed as a ‘Featured Link.’ The Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water 
Quality Cost-Share Program website lists the BMPs that qualify for the cost-share, the 
areas in Lincoln that are included in the program, the application process, and an 
application form that can be downloaded. 
 
As advised by ‘Making Community Design Work: A Guide for Planners,’ (Toker 2012) all 
indirect methods of education and outreach employ graphic language and are tailored to be easily 
understood by residents in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin.  
2.4.2 Direct Methods 
Due to the complexity of proper watershed management, people often have specific questions 
regarding the implementation of water quality projects. It is not possible for all questions to be 
addressed by indirect methods, and it is assumed that residents may want to have a discussion 
regarding the projects offered before they decide whether they will participate in a program such 
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as the water quality cost-share program. Indirect methods are limited in their ability to attract 
people to actually attend activities (Toker 2012), so the human element, with face-to-face or 
phone contact, is also important. Among the direct methods used in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin 
Water Quality Cost-Share Program are the following: 
 
Radio Interview 
On February 26th, 2014, from 11:00 AM – 12:00 
Noon, an interview with Jeffrey Polkowski was 
held on the local gardening radio talk show ‘How’s 
it Growing? with Bob & Bertine’ on KZUM 89.3 
FM (Figure 7). Mr. Polkowski explained the 
function and purpose of the cost-share program. He 
answered questions from residents who called 
during the interview regarding how to get started 
and the benefits of water quality.  
 
On-Site Consultation 
Residents had the option of scheduling a meeting during the hours of 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 
for an on-site consultation at their property. Consultation regarded the implementation of 
Best Management Practices, water quality issues, watershed planning, soil quality and 
urban drainage. Soil samples were also taken for phosphorous, nitrogen and potassium 
levels. Residents who participated in soil testing were also given advice on what types of 
fertilizer to use and at what times to apply the fertilizer, based on their particular soil 
types. 
 
Stakeholder Meetings 
As mentioned in section 2.3, informational stakeholder meetings were held to aid in the 
implementation of Best Management Practices, assess the effectiveness in the program, 
identify interested residents who live in the sub-basin, provide input towards reducing 
pollutants in urban stormwater runoff within the sub-basin area, and disseminate 
information regarding the cost-share program. Professional staff from the City of Lincoln 
Watershed Management Division, Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Department, and the 
Lower Platte South Natural Resources District also attended these meetings to answer 
any questions that residents would have. 
 
Community members reached through direct methods can also offer more insight for future 
planning efforts. Residents participating in these methods can provide feedback regarding what 
methods work effectively, as well as provide information regarding other outreach avenues that 
had not been considered originally. 
 
Figure 7: Answering water quality 
questions on KZUM 89.3 FM 
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3.0 Results 
A table listing cost-share program 
participants in the Antelope Park Sub-
Basin can be found at Appendix 10.9 and 
a table summarizing cost-share 
participants can be found at Table 1. The 
cost-share program was open for 
participation from February of 2014 to 
November of 2014.  Overall, BMPs were installed at 41 land parcels in the Antelope Park Sub-
Basin. 
3.1 Project Completion 
Of the 41 participants in the cost-share program, four did not complete their projects. Three of 
these four selected the native lawn seeding BMP option; the remaining one chose to install a rain 
garden. 
3.2 Selection of Best Management Practices 
Of the six BMPs available, the most frequently chosen was the option to reseed lawns with a 
native grass. The reseeding of lawn turf with grasses that provide a deep, fibrous root system to 
help build and maintain soil quality, was done at 25 homes (63% of home owners in this 
program). Twenty-three home owners (56%) chose to redirect their downspout either over a 
newly-built (Figure 8) or an already established rain garden, native grass, or rain barrel. Twenty-
two rain gardens were constructed (54%). Eighteen (44%) rain barrels were installed within the 
sub-basin. Only 12 residents (29%) chose to alter the impervious surface on their property; seven 
(17%) by removing impervious surfaces altogether and amending the soils below, and five (12%) 
by redirecting runoff into a rain garden or naturally vegetated area. 
 
Figure 8: Justin C. Rain garden construction and testing 
3.3 Location of Cost-Share Recipients 
A map of all land parcels that were accepted for participation in the cost-share program within 
the Antelope Park Sub-Basin can be found at Appendix 10.10. 
Best Management 
Practice 
Total 
Installed 
% of Program Participating 
Residents  Installed  
Rain Garden 22 54% 
Lawn Seeding 25 61% 
Hardscape Removal 7 17% 
Parking lot Redirect 5 12% 
Downspout Redirect 23 56% 
Rain Barrel 18 44% 
Table 1: BMP’s installed and percen age of properties that chose 
to implement each BMP 
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3.4 Monetary Reimbursements 
Among all of the residents participating in the cost-share program the average total project cost 
was $1,667.52. The average reimbursement was $1,202.57 and the average out-of-pocket total 
cost was $464.96.  
 
The project that was most expensive 
for the property owner included three 
BMPs, removing a large concrete 
patio in the front lawn and replacing it 
with a rain garden and native grasses. 
The total project cost was $4,480.76. 
Property owner Jackie O. was 
reimbursed $2,000.00 (maximum 
allowed by the cost-share program) 
but did not opt to have a rain barrel 
installed for an additional $100.00 
reimbursement. Jackie’s project 
(Figure 9) was entirely done by the 
landscaping company Lincoln 
Landscaping. Jackie’s out-of-pocket 
cost for the project was $2,480.76. 
The least expensive project was 
completed by Gene H., who chose to 
install both a rain garden and a rain 
barrel. Gene’s total cost was $288.66, with a total reimbursement of $236.56. Gene decided to do 
the entire project himself, costing him only $52.10 out-of-pocket. 
3.5 Stakeholder Group 
Stakeholder group invitations were mailed out only to residents who had agreed to participate in 
the cost-share program. Mailing addresses were gathered from the initial applications that had 
been submitted to the City. Because applications were accepted and approved over an extended 
period of time, stakeholder meetings were staggered. Twelve residents were invited to the first 
meeting; 28 residents were invited to the second meeting; and 41 residents were invited to the 
third meeting.  
 
The three stakeholder meetings are summarized as follows: 
 
Meeting 1- May 15
th
 2014 5:30 – 6:30 PM 
The first stakeholder group meeting was held at the Auld Pavilion at Antelope Park. Of 
the 12 residents who were invited, 5 attended. Each resident had been mailed a letter, an 
example of which can be found at Appendix 10.11. In addition to residents several 
Figure 9: Jackie O. before (top) and after (bottom) hardscape removal, 
rain garden implimentation, and establishing native grasses 
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professional staff members attended: Edwin Kouma of the Watershed Management 
Division, Ben Higgins of the Watershed Management Division, Karl Dietrich of the 
Lincoln–Lancaster County Health Department, Kyle Hauschild of the Lower Platte South 
Natural Resources District, and Karen Amen of the Lower Platte South Natural 
Resources District also attended. 
 
The first stakeholder meeting included a presentation of the Antelope Creek Watershed 
Basin Management Plan, discussion of Lincoln urban pollutants, drainage permit 
requirements, and explanation of the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project 
Cost-Share Program. There were explanations on how the City of Lincoln and NRD are 
encouraged to establish an informal partnership between and local businesses and 
residents to encourage use of BMPs in the Antelope Park watershed.  
 
It was documented that residents had responded well to this stakeholder meeting. The 
majority of the questions asked by residents involved concerns towards what types of 
BMPs could be installed on their properties. These questions were answered by City and 
LPSNRD staff. It was decided that the next stakeholder meeting would be a BMP tour 
that would take residents to different locations throughout the City in order to show what 
BMPs can be installed at the single family residential level. 
 
A concern voiced by residents was the possibility of funding depletion for the cost-share 
program. Residents were assured that because they have already been accepted into the 
program, funding for their projects had already been set aside for them to complete their 
projects. 
 
Meeting 2 – June 19
th
 2014 5:30 – 7:30 PM 
As discussed previously, the second stakeholder group 
meeting was a water quality BMP tour (Figure 10) in 
which residents participating in the program were invited 
(see Appendix 10.12) to attend. Residents met at the 
parking lot of the Auld Pavilion at Antelope Park. The 
entire group departed in a van to visit the sites mentioned 
in the brochure found at Appendix 10.13. A copy of the 
brochure was mailed to all residents participating in the cost-share program. Of the 29 
residents who were invited, five participated in the tour. The following professional staff 
also participated in the tour: Edwin Kouma of the Watershed Management Division, Ben 
Higgins of the Watershed Management Division, Karl Dietrich of the Lincoln–Lancaster 
County Health Department, and Kyle Hauschild of the Lower Platte South Natural 
Resources District. 
 
Figure 10: Residential BMP tour 
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The tour included examples of Best Management Practice facilities that display structural 
BMPs that are possible at the residential level. There were explanations on how to 
implement and maintain these BMPs.  
 
The residents responded well to this tour. The majority of the questions asked by 
residents concerned plant selection and germination periods for rain gardens and other 
native vegetation. These questions were answered by City and LPSNRD staff.  
 
Meeting 3- October 30
th
 2014 5:30 – 7:30 PM 
The purpose of the final stakeholder group meeting was to get feedback through 
questioning residents about how to further improve the program. Letters were sent out 
(see Appendix 10.14) just as they were for the previous stakeholder group meetings. Of 
the 41 residents who were invited, four attended the meeting. In addition to residents, the 
following professional staff attended the meeting: Ed Kouma of the Watershed 
Management Division, Karl Dietrich of the Lincoln–Lancaster County Health 
Department, and Kyle Hauschild of the Lower Platte South Natural Resources District.  
 
Residents were asked the following questions: 
 
1) Do you feel that you have an understanding of why this funding was 
offered to you? 
 
2) What did you like/not like about the application process?  
 
3) Did you feel that the application process was unnecessarily difficult? Too 
easy? 
 
4) What would you have done differently to the application process? 
 
5) Did completing the cost-share program require more/less/same effort as 
you thought before going into it? What could we have done to give you a 
better understanding of the effort you would have to put in? 
 
6) Was the time frame reasonable? Did you feel you needed more/less time? 
 
7) Overall for the entire cost-share program, what would you have done 
differently? 
 
8) Do you feel well equipped to maintain your new landscaping projects? 
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9) How long do you think you will maintain these projects? 
 
Residents were responsive to these questions, and the meeting was facilitated in a 
conversational matter. A discussion of this stakeholder meeting can be found at Section 
4.5 
 
Survey- October 17
th
 2014 
A 12-question survey was mailed to all 40 residents participating in the program on 
October 17th of 2014. The survey consisted of 12 questions, contained in 4 sections, and 
offered each resident an opportunity to write down comments within each section. A total 
of 20 residents responded to the survey. Survey results are discussed at section 4.5, and a 
summary of responses to all survey questions is provided in Appendix 10.15 
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4.0 Evaluation 
This chapter evaluates the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Cost-Share Program. The 
program is evaluated by examining circumstances of residents who were unable to complete the 
program, BMPs that were selected by residents, the geographic location of residents who chose 
to participate in the cost-share program, the total sum of money that each resident was 
reimbursed, and the feedback from participating residents through the three stakeholder meetings 
and a survey. 
4.1 Project Completion 
The four residents who were approved for participation but did not follow through with the 
Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Cost-Share Program were questioned about their lack of 
follow-through. Their explanations, along with the author’s recommendations or “lessons 
learned” for future iterations of the cost-share program are as follows: 
 
Karen P. – Rain Garden 
After receiving initial site designs from a contractor, Karen was unable to get in contact 
with the contractor to actually carry out the project. She then decided to seek out other 
contractors to install the original designs. All other bids on the original design were 
significantly more expensive than she intended to spend on this project.  Karen was then 
offered an opportunity to make drastic changes to the original designs, but she chose to 
withdraw from the program. It is possible that the original contractor did not realize how 
unrealistic the initial estimates for these designs were and then decided to leave the 
project. Future cost-share programs should examine with more detail how realistic the 
cost estimate is in the initial application before approving a resident’s participation. 
 
Beth M. – Lawn Seeding 
A graduate student, Beth explained that she would be too busy to complete the seeding 
process. It is advisable to re-assess the initial application in order to determine how much 
effort residents are willing to put in towards completing their projects. 
 
James D. – Lawn Seeding 
James mentioned that he was unable to locate a contractor to complete his seeding 
project. His initial application listed “unknown” as his contractor, but his application was 
approved, regardless. Future applications should require all residents to know what 
landscaping company they intend to select for their project, unless they intend to do the 
work by themselves. 
 
Timothy Y. – Lawn Seeding 
It was revealed, after withdrawing from the program, that Timothy intends to move out of 
his home soon. Due to his busy schedule and his lack of involvement with the future of 
the property, he had little interest in completing the project. Future applications should 
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question residents if they intend to sell their home within the next 2 years, as it is possible 
that these water quality projects can be looked at in an unintended way by property 
owners as simply adding resale value, rather than as Best Management Practices to 
improve water quality within the area. 
 
It is recommended that future initial reviewers of applications include steps to reduce these 
problems before applicants are approved for Best Management Practice cost-sharing. These steps 
should include: rigorously evaluating the cost of the project and comparing it to the amount of 
work being done, assessing how much effort the resident is willing to put forth in installing and 
maintaining these Best Management Practices, requiring that residents who intend to hire a 
professional have already contacted one before submitting an application, and questioning the 
future intentions with the property that they are choosing to improve. 
4.2 Selection of Best Management Practices 
It appears that the majority of program participants decided to install at least two (Figure 11) 
BMP projects. There were 100 projects (Figure 12) completed by 37 participants from the 
original 41 approved applications. Of the 37 participants who completed their projects, only six 
participants chose to install only one BMP. Ten residents chose to install only one 75% 
reimbursable BMP (excluding rain barrels, since they did not qualify for 75% reimbursement). 
The average number of BMPs installed was two. The average number of BMPs installed was still 
two when excluding rain barrels.  
 
Figure 11: Tom K. before (left) and after (right) rain garden installation and native grass establishment 
 
 
Because the majority of residents chose to couple at 
least two BMPs on their property
advisable in the future to require residents select at 
least two BMP projects in order to participate in 
future programs. 
4.3 Location of Cost-Share Recipients
The map of all participating residents within the 
Antelope Park Sub-Basin shows
(see Appendix 10.16) in the south
sub-basin. Appendix 10.17 also 
Park Sub-Basin categorized by the 
Parcel valuations are taken from Lancaster County Assessor data. 
within the sub-basin also identifies a cluste
to the surrounding area. Because the majority of residents who
share program live in the portions of 
raises questions of the effectiveness of the program
questions of environmental justice. 
 
Funding that is allocated to incentivize 
BMPs can be considered counter
persuade BMP installation without the City’s monetary assi
 
It is also possible to view this disproportionate allocation
application, a misunderstanding of the purpose 
BMP cost-share program. Further studies are adv
4.4 Monetary Reimbursements
Residents who recouped the least 
amount of City funds for their BMP 
installations had selected only one BMP 
to install. It may be advisable to 
encourage residents that it is in their 
best interest to select more than one 
BMP landscaping project within their 
home in order to maximize
reimbursement potential (Figure 13)
is generally beneficial to couple several 
projects together as a water quality 
management system. An example of 
garden, or removing the pavement of a parking lot 
, it may be 
 
 a cluster of parcels 
east section of the 
shows the assessed value of each property within the Antelope 
Jenks Natural Breaks Optimization (Brewer 2002) Method
The map of assessed value 
r of parcels that are of considerable value in relation 
 chose to participate in the cost
the sub-basin that have the highest property valuations 
 in reaching all property owners
 
property owners who may already be able to afford these 
-productive. Future projects may favor using education too
stance. 
 of City funds as a result of a difficult
for a BMP cost-share, or a general distrust of the 
isable. 
 
 their 
. It 
this would be redirecting a downspout into a new rain 
and redirecting runoff to a rain garden.
Figure 12: BMP selection 
Figure 13: Summary of monetary reimbursements for BMP 
installation 
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Additionally, with an average total
$2,000 reimbursment cap; $2,000 is considered a reasonable limit for a BMP cost
sub-basins.  
4.5 Stakeholder group 
Because the stakeholder meetings were staggered and applicant
basis, five of the 12 residents who
who were invited to Meeting 2 attended, 
Meeting 3 attended. 
 
Meeting 1- May 15
th
 2014 5:30 
Residents attending this meeting mostly wondered 
property to qualify for the cost
that work with residents to be mutually beneficial 
the resident’s property in terms of 
other benefits.  
 
Meeting 2 – June 19
th
 2014 5:30 
Residents who are engaged enough to participate in the 
cost-share program and stakeholder meetings are heavily 
invested (Figure 14) in the
Quality Cost-Share Program. Residents who have come 
this far are actively interested in improving the wat
through their landscaping 
incentivized to do so. 
 
Survey - October 17
th
 2014
Results of the survey can be 
found at Appendix 10.15
majority of the survey 
responses displayed positive 
results. Although little 
information was determined 
usable from this survey, two 
suggestions have been 
identified (Figure 15)
question that received the least 
amount of ‘Strongly Agree’
positive results was Question 2: 
understand that this cost
 project cost of $1,667.52 and only five residents reaching the 
s were accepted under a rolling
 were invited to Meeting 1 attended, five of the
and four of the 41 residents who 
– 6:30 PM 
what can be done within their own 
-share program. It is important for water quality programs 
not only to the watershed 
increased real-estate value, improved 
– 7:30 PM 
 Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water 
ershed 
decisions and should be further 
 
. The 
. The 
 
I 
-share 
•Include  a step
procedure in application 
and website
‘Completing the cost-share 
program required about as 
much effort as I expected.’ 
•Spend more efforts 
educating residents as to 
why and how they are 
receiving their funding 
‘I understand that this cost-
share has been offered to me 
through an agreement 
between the Nebraska 
Department of 
Environmental Quality 
(NDEQ) and the City of 
Lincoln.’
Figure 14: Engaged residents
Figure 15: Two statements that residents were least able to identify 
and recommendations for improvement 
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-share in future 
 
 28 residents 
were invited to 
but also to 
aesthetics, or 
-by-step 
 
 
has been offered to me through an agreement between the Nebra
Environmental Quality (NDEQ) and the City of Lincoln
more effort educating residents as to why and how they are receiving their funding. A 
deeper explanation as to why these landscaping projects are important may influence 
residents to participate in the program further.
 
Although there were no ‘Strongly Disagree’
the most ‘Disagree’ negative results was 
required about as much effort as I expected
explain how the program works once
future programs should be included either on the application or on the cost
 
Comments also included 
installed BMPs and coordination with private landscaping companies.
 
Meeting 3- October 30
th
  
Residents mentioned that the initial informational brochure was very 
application process in helping them to gain a
asked to do and what would qualify. 
they have an understanding of how 
more (Figure 16). Residents 
expressed disinterest in the 
NebGuides that were given 
to them, in favor of a 
shorter informational 
pamphlet for each BMP, 
more than one page per 
BMP. Residents also 
mentioned that the BMP 
tour was very helpful. 
 
The application was noted 
to be easy for residents to 
fill out and understand, but 
was unaccommodating to 
landscape professionals 
they had hired. Although 
required, contractors often 
did not want to draw 
designs as part of the initial 
ska Department of 
. It may be advised to 
  
 negative results, the question that 
Question 7: Completing the cost
. It is noted that the application does not 
 a resident is accepted. A step-by-step procedure 
mention of issues regarding further education about 
 
2014 5:30 – 7:30 PM 
useful
 better understanding of what they were 
Similar to the comments of the survey,
to maintain their projects, but would like to know 
no 
•Expressed concerns as to what BMPs could be installed on their 
properties. 
•Fear of funding depletion
Meeting 1
•Plant selection.
•Germination periods.
•Pairing several projects together
Meeting 2
•Disinterest in NebGuides.
•Desire informational sheets, no more than one page per BMP
•BMP tour was essential
•Struggled with maintaining their yard, intend to keep their new 
landscaping as long as they live in their homes
•Application was difficult for contractors
•Contractors often did not want to draw designs as part of the initial 
application
•Some residents would have done the project themselves if they can do it 
all over again
•Residents also mentioned an idea similar to Columbia County’s model in 
which five predesigned rain gardens could be made available as options 
for a resident, in addition to having the option of designing your own
Meeting 3
Figure 16: Summary of Stakeholder group meetings 
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application. Some residents expressed dissatisfaction with their landscaping contractors 
after the project was completed, mentioning that they might have done the project 
themselves if they were to do it again. Residents also mentioned an idea similar to 
Columbia County’s model in which five predesigned rain gardens could be made 
available as options for a resident, in addition to having the option of designing your 
own. 
 
Every resident who attended this stakeholders group meeting mentioned that they have 
struggled with maintaining their yards for 8+ years until now. All mentioned that they 
intend to keep their new landscaping as long as they live in their homes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.0 Conclusion 
Although the Antelope Park Sub
successful, several improvements for future implementation in the remaining seven sub
are recommended.  
 
The initial application process should include steps
eliminate residents who will not complete future Best Management Practice cost
(Figure 17). Such steps that should be added to t
submitting an application, residents s
for each BMP that would be simple to understand; 
compare it to the amount of work being done; assess how much effort the resident is willing to 
put forth in installing and 
maintaining these Best 
Management Practices through 
application questions; require that 
residents who intend to hire a 
professional to have already 
contacted one before submitting 
an application to ensure that 
projects will be started in a timely 
manner; include a question asking 
residents what their future 
intentions with the property are in 
order to remove prospective 
applicants who are looking at these water quality features 
 
Because landscaping professionals appear to have some difficulty understanding what is asked of 
them, it may be best to invite local landscaping professional
the City prior to the start of a new cost
 
Because the majority of residents chose to 
effort to maximize water quality efforts, future cost
select at least two BMP projects on their property in order to be a part of future programs.
 
Future cost-share program applications should be evaluated in terms of how difficult they are to 
complete. Future programs should kick
explain any misunderstanding of the purpose 
installations on properties where 
 
-Basin Water Quality Cost-Share program is considered 
, before the applications are approved,
he application process would be:
hould also be equipped with one-page informational sheets 
thoroughly evaluate the cost of th
solely as contributing to
s to an informational
-share program. 
complete at least two BMPs on their property, in an 
-share programs should require residents 
-off with a more complete education component to 
of the cost-share and to also 
the City’s assistance would not be justified as needed
Figure 17: Summary of resident who withdrew from the program
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Results from the survey and stakeholder group meetings displayed the ease and satisfaction of 
residents in the process of installing a BMP on their properties. This confirms that improvements 
for engaging residents in a water quality cost-share program lies within the initial application 
process in order to remove applicants who would likely not complete the program. Additionally, 
survey results were overly positive and it is recommended that future surveys be rewritten in 
order to receive usable feedback. 
 
Finally, it may be advisable for the city to develop five prefabricated rain garden designs from 
which property owners in the sub-basin can choose as an option, in addition to the hiring a 
landscaping professional or designing a rain garden themselves. 
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6.0 Future Studies 
As stated previously, the City has may employ select projects and programs that are developed 
for the Antelope Park Sub-Basin as part of a sub-basin by sub-basin implementation plan to 
improve water quality issues within each of the eight sub-basins of the Antelope Creek 
Watershed over a 40-year period. These seven additional sub-basins in the Antelope Creek 
Watershed are discussed in Section 6.2. 
6.1 Additional Projects within the Antelope Park Sub-Basin 
Additional projects that have been implemented as part of the Antelope Creek Non-Structural 
Program include the City’s new ‘adopt a pet waste container program,’ the Antelope Creek bird 
study & bird netting project, and the Antelope Park soil testing program. 
6.1.1 Adopt a Pet Waste Container Program 
As part of the Antelope Creek Non-Structural program, Jeffrey 
Polkowski embarked on a partnership with the City of Lincoln 
Parks and Recreation Department to implement a pilot project in 
which five pet waste containers (Figure 18) were installed within 
the Antelope Park Sub-Basin, along Antelope Creek. Because part 
of the agreement between the City of Lincoln and the NDEQ 
restricts the use of Section 319 Grant funds to maintain projects, 
funding could be used only to purchase pet waste containers, U-
channel poles, and signage. Mr. Polkowski chose to accommodate 
this restriction by pursuing local private sanitation haulers to 
maintain pet waste containers in exchange for advertisement 
signage. Currently, the only company to participate in this program 
is D&D Refuse, who chose to maintain all five containers. 
Although this project currently appears to be operational and effective, future study to assess the 
performance of this project is recommended. 
6.1.2 Antelope Creek Bird Study & Bird Netting Project 
As part of the Antelope Creek Non-Structural program, a bird study was done to have a better 
understanding of the avian inhabitance of the bridges that cross Antelope Creek, designs for 
netting that would discourage birds from roosting on the bridges, and prioritization of which 
bridges to modify. The study was completed by the consulting firm Felsberg Holt & Ullevig. 
Although bird netting has not been applied to any bridges as of yet, future studies to assess the 
performance of these netting projects are recommended at a later time. 
6.1.3 Antelope Creek Soil Testing Program 
Residents within this the Antelope Park Sub-Basin have been offered a free soil sample test that 
measures phosphorous, nitrogen, and potassium contents within their soil. A total of 40 residents 
chose to participate in a free soil test, 16 of which were participants of the Antelope Park Sub-
Basin Water Quality Program. The purpose of this project was to encourage residents to use less 
Figure 18: Pet waste container 
used in adoption program 
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1st Public Use 351
2nd Retail 98
3rd Single Family 43
Total 644
Lower Antelope Creek (Acre)
harmful fertilizers on their lawns on the notion that residents will make wiser decisions once 
equipped with knowledge of their own lawn. However, the effectiveness of the Antelope Creek 
Soil Testing Program has not as of yet been analyzed. 
6.2 Remaining Sub-Basins of the Antelope Creek Watershed 
To aid in future water quality efforts, the following is a land use evaluation of the remaining 
seven sub-basins with recommendations in order to assist the city for future projects and 
programs that will be implemented over the remaining 35 years. 
6.2.1 Lower Antelope Creek Sub-Basin 
The Lower Antelope Creek Sub-Basin (see Appendix 
10.18) encompasses a total of 644 acres.  The three 
largest land uses of this watershed are 55% public use, 
15%  retail, and 7% single family residential (Table 2). 
Additionally, it should be noted that the majority of 
public and retail land uses are parcels owned by the 
University of Nebraska. Future water quality efforts 
should involve a coordination effort with the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Department of 
Environmental Health and Safety. Future efforts may potentially utilize UNL engineering, 
horticulture, planning, and architecture professors and their students to implement City of 
Lincoln Public Works and Utilities and/or University water quality projects, both structural and 
non-structural.  
6.2.2 27th and “O” Sub-Basin 
The 27th and “O” Sub-Basin (see Appendix 10.19) 
encompasses a total of 423 acres.  The three largest 
land uses of this watershed are single family residential 
with 34%, public use at 31%, and conversion-apartment 
residential at 8% (Table 3). Because the majority of 
public land within this sub-basin has already been 
engineered as part of the Antelope Valley Project, 
further structural efforts may not be necessary, favoring 
water quality efforts that focus on residential properties. However, a pet waste container program 
similar to the one implemented in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin is advisable along the trail 
systems and “O” Street. 
 
 
 
 
1st Single Family 146
2nd Public Use 130
3rd Conv. Apt 35
Total 423
27th and O (Acre)
Table 2: Lower Antelope Creek Sub-Basin most 
common land use 
Table 3: 27th and "O" Sub-Basin most common 
land use 
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6.2.3 Downtown Sub-Basin 
The Downtown Sub-Basin (see Appendix 10.20) is the 
smallest of the seven watersheds with a total of 316 
acres.  The three largest land uses in this watershed are 
30% public use, 21% single family residential and 14% 
multi-family residential (Table 4). Although small 
when considered separately; combining all retail, office, 
service, other commercial,  hotel, fast food restaurants, 
convenience stores, and other storefronts accounts for 9% of the entire land use and is the main 
contributor of connected impervious surfaces along “O” Street and 27th Street. A high percentage 
of directly connected impervious surface may drastically alter water quality and quantity of 
stormwater runoff because almost all of the rainfall will become runoff due to a reduced chance 
to infiltrate (Roy 2009) resulting in higher peak flows, shorter time to peak flow and acceleration 
of pollutant and sediment transportation into urban streams compared to impervious surfaces that 
are not directly connected. Because of this, future water quality recommendations for the 
Downtown Sub-Basin include a residential cost-share program similar to the one employed 
within Antelope Park Sub-Basin. The cost-share should also be made available to commercial 
properties within the Downtown Sub-Basin. If not, a hardscape removal program specifically for 
commercial properties within the sub-basin should be made available. Additionally, a pet waste 
container program similar to the one implemented in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin is advisable 
along the trail systems. 
6.2.4 Woods Park Sub-Basin 
The Woods Park Sub-Basin (see Appendix 10.21) is a 
total of 598 acres.  The three largest land uses of this 
watershed are 68% single family residential, 10% 
public use and 5% duplex/triplex residential (Table 5). 
Similar to the 27th and “O” Sub-Basin, the majority of 
public land within this sub-basin parallels Antelope 
Creek and has already been engineered as part of the 
Antelope Valley Project. However, a pet waste container program similar to the one 
implemented in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin is advisable along the stretch of Capitol Parkway 
near Neighbors Park. 
 
Together, schools and churches account for almost 6% of the entire sub-basin. Within this sub-
basin are locations for possible education and outreach efforts that could be implemented by the 
schools and churches. These locations have potential to establish independent watershed 
management groups that are self-supporting, and locally led. In addition to a residential cost-
share program, schools and churches should be approached individually for the option to 
establish pilot projects that could function as marketable examples for the rest of the neighboring 
community.  
1st Public Use 94
2nd Single Family 67
3rd Multi Family 43
Total 316
Downtown (Acre)
1st Single Family 408
2nd Public Use 56
3rd Duplex/Triplex 29
Total 598
Woods Park (Acre)
Table 4: Downtown Sub-Basin most common 
land use 
Table 5: Woods Park Sub-Basin most common 
land use 
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6.2.5 Eden Park Sub-Basin 
The Eden Park Sub-Basin (see Appendix 10.22) is a 
total of 635 acres.  The three largest land uses of this 
watershed are 71% single-family residential, 6% school 
and 5% office (Table 6). Additionally, the center 
section that is listed as Vacant Land with Improvements 
on leased land (IOLL) /Common Acreage/Assemblage 
is, in fact, a Campbell’s nursery, and a section of 
Campbell’s farmland. Historically, Campbell’s 
Nurseries and Garden Centers have helped in water quality landscaping techniques throughout 
the City of Lincoln and have in fact have been hired by several residents through this cost-share 
program. Future recommendations for a cost-share program within this area could employ the 
efforts of Campbell’s Nurseries and Garden Centers for a cost-share agreement within the sub-
basin. Or a demonstration project could be established by Campbell’s within the sub-basin or 
within the Campbell’s nursery. 
6.2.6 Roberts Park Sub-Basin 
The Roberts Park Sub-Basin (see Appendix 10.23) is 
the largest of the seven watersheds, with a total of 911 
acres. The three largest land uses of this watershed are 
37% single-family residential, 15% school and 13% 
churches (Table 7). Additionally, the northern stretch of 
public land within the Roberts Park Sub-Basin is one of 
the City’s stormwater retention cells that is being 
redeveloped as AC-PO5. It has been prioritized by EA Associates in the Antelope Creek 
Watershed Basin Management Plan as the fifth project that should be completed within the 
watershed based on annual pollutant loads and project feasibility (City of Lincoln Watershed 
Management 2012).  
 
The downstream inlet will be modified to aid in soil infiltration; the concrete channel will be 
replaced with a grass swale; berms will be installed perpendicular to the channels to decrease the 
flow velocities and promote infiltration into soils; berms also will include a pipe at flowline 
elevation to convey low flows and a concrete weir to convey high flows. Each bioretention area 
is approximately 16,000 to 18,000 square feet in size and is approximately 8 to 12 inches in 
depth, with two to three feet of engineered soils to promote infiltration.  
 
Because a structural project has already been put into motion and possible education and 
outreach efforts that could be implemented by the schools and churches, it is recommended that 
the Roberts Park Sub-Basin be prioritized as the next sub-basin to undergo a five year 
1st Single Family 453
2nd School 39
3rd Office 34
Total 635
Eden Park (Acre)
1st Single Family 332
2nd School 134
3rd Church 133
Total 911
Roberts Park (Acre)
Table 6: Eden Park Sub-Basin most common 
land use 
Table 7: Roberts Park Sub-Basin most common 
land use 
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redevelopment. A cost-share program similar to the one employed within Antelope Creek is 
recommended, with particular emphasis on seeking out schools and churches to participate in the 
program. Pilot projects may also be feasible. 
 
Also, it may be feasible to implement the ‘adopt-a-pet waste container’ program for parks within 
the Roberts Park Sub-Basin, and perhaps implement the container program on school, apartment, 
and commercial properties. 
6.2.7 Upper Antelope Creek Sub-Basin 
The Upper Antelope Creek (see Appendix 10.24) is a 
total of 731 acre.  The three largest land uses of this 
watershed are 36% public use, 30% single family 
residential and 10% school (Table 8). The majority of 
land that is recognized as public land is the Holmes 
Lake dam. It is recommended that long grass be kept 
along the Holmes Lake dam. Long grass areas are 
mowed one to three times per year, compared to about 14 times per year for park areas. These 
long grasses with deep root structures function as buffers along drainage channels and around 
lakes to help stabilize channel banks and protect water quality. Because there is a relationship 
between the length of grass stems and root structure, it is advisable to continue this practice, 
especially at the headwaters of the Antelope Creek Watershed. 
6.3 Allocation of Cost-Share Funds in Relation to Property Valuations 
It is possible to view this disproportionate allocation of City funds as a result of a difficult 
application process, a misunderstanding of the purpose for a BMP cost-share, or a general 
distrust of the BMP cost-share program. Further studies are advisable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1st Public Use 260
2nd Single Family 221
3rd School 71
Total 731
Upper Antelope Creek (Acre)
Table 8: Upper Antelope Creek Sub-Basin most 
common land use 
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8.0 Definitions 
Best Management Practice (BMP): Practices that reduce pollutants in stormwater. Post 
Construction BMPs (or permanent BMPs) may include structural or non-structural solutions that 
are used to prevent or control the discharge of pollutants and minimize runoff to streams and 
lakes. Examples of non-structural BMPS include a schedule of activities, prohibition of 
practices, maintenance procedures, and structural BMPs are permanent features of the landscape 
such as, ponds, wetlands, and bioretention areas. 
 
Watershed: All the land area that drains to a given point. 
 
Water Quality: The chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of water. This term also 
refers to regulatory concerns about water’s suitability for swimming, fishing, drinking, 
agriculture, industrial activity, and healthy aquatic ecosystems. 
 
Urban Stormwater: Rainwater that washes over surfaces such as roads, buildings and lawns and 
becomes a major source of pollution in rivers, lakes and bays. 
 
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL): A calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant that 
a waterbody can receive and still safely meet water quality standards. These standards are 
dependent on the intended use of the waterbody such as drinking, swimming, or fishing. 
 
Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality (NDEQ): Is a regulatory agency of the EPA 
whose goal is to protect Nebraska’s air, land and water resources. They are also responsible for 
coordinating with the State, the City of Lincoln, and federal agencies such as: the U.S. EPA ; the 
U.S. Department of Defense and the Army Corps of Engineers to implement federally‐delegated 
environmental programs. 
 
Section 319 Grant: Added to the Clean Water Act in 1987 to establish a national program to 
address nonpoint sources of water pollution. Section 319 authorizes EPA to award grants to 
states with approved Nonpoint Source Assessment Reports and Nonpoint Source Management 
Programs. The funds are to be used to implement programs and projects designed to reduce 
nonpoint source pollution.  
 
Impaired Waters: The goal of the Clean Water Act is “to restore and maintain the chemical, 
physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters”. Under section 303(d) of the Clean 
Water Act, “states,” are required to develop lists of impaired waters. The waters that fail to meet 
the water quality standards set by the states are added to the state’s list of “Impaired Waters.” 
The states are required by the Clean Water Act to create a clean up plan. The main tool for 
completing this is a process called the “Total Maximum Daily Load,” or TMDL. 
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Water Quality Criteria: Section 304(a)(1) of the Clean Water Act requires the EPA to develop 
criteria for water quality that accurately reflects the latest scientific knowledge. The criteria are 
developed for the protection of aquatic life and for human health. 
 
Pollutant(s): A substance, that renders the air, soil, water, or other natural resource harmful or 
unsuitable for aquatic, riparian and human habitats. The Following is a list of pollutants as 
defined by the Watershed Management Division 
 
Debris: A collection of loose material derived from rocks, or an accumulation of animal 
or vegetable matter. 
 
E.coli (Escherichia coli): Bacteria that normally live the intestines of healthy people and 
animals. Most strains are harmless, but a few are nasty strains that produce powerful 
toxins that cause skin ailments or illness in humans. The presence of E. coli in water is a 
strong indication of sanitary sewage contamination or animal waste. Sources include but 
are not limited to pets and wildlife. 
 
Heavy Metals: Metallic elements are harmful to living organisms in low concentrations 
and are therefore considered pollutants. Examples are mercury, cadmium, arsenic, and 
lead. Some metals such as copper, selenium and zinc are essential to maintain the 
metabolism of the human body however in higher concentrations they bioaccumulate and 
lead to poisoning. Metals can enter a water system from industries, consumer waste, 
vehicles and in some cases from natural sources. 
 
High pH: Is an important limiting chemical factor for aquatic life. If the water in a stream 
is too acidic or basic, an imbalance may result and harm or kill stream organisms. It is 
expressed in a range of 0 to 14. Neutral water has a pH of 7. Values less than 7 are 
considered acidic, with 0 being the most acidic. Generally, streams pH balance is 
between 6 and 9. A change of 1 unit on a pH scale represents a 10 fold change in the pH, 
such that a pH of 6 is ten times more acidic than water with a pH of 7, and water with a 
pH of 5 is hundred times more acidic than water with a pH of 7. 
 
Hydrocarbons: Are a common and naturally occurring organic compound of which the 
majority is found in oils and grease. In stormwater they can be found as free floating, 
emulsified (like an oil and vinegar mixture), or adsorbed to suspended solids. They are 
not soluble in water and can affect respiration of aquatic life, algae and plankton, feeding 
and reproduction of aquatic life, and aesthetics by sheens. Sources are typically vehicle 
byproducts related to use and maintenance. City of Lincoln Clean Water Program 2012 
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Litter: Small refuse or waste materials carelessly dropped, especially in public places. Or 
a layer of partly decomposed leaves, twigs, etc, on the ground in a wood or forest. 
 
Nutrients: The primary nutrients are phosphorus and nitrogen. Excess levels of nutrients 
in our lakes and streams cause the degradation of these water bodies by stimulating the 
growth of plants and algae (including toxic algae), which reduces the amount of dissolved 
oxygen available for entire aquatic ecosystems. Sources include fertilizer, manure, 
organic wastes in sewage, industrial effluent, vehicle exhaust and eroded soils. 
 
Temperature: Aquatic animals are sensitive to changes in water temperature and require a 
certain temperature range to survive and thrive. Cold water holds more oxygen than 
warm water. 
 
Total Suspended Solids (TSS): Is a water quality measurement that looks at the sediment 
suspended in stormwater. High concentrations of suspended solids can cause many 
problems for stream health and aquatic life. For example, high TSS blocks light from 
reaching bottom dwelling plants which produce oxygen for aquatic life. Also, suspended 
solids increase water temperature and can clog fish gills. 
 
Trash: Anything of little use or value. 
 
Turbitity: Is the measure of the relative clarity of water. Turbid water is caused by 
suspended and colloidal matter such as clay, silt, organic and inorganic matter, and 
microscopic organisms. Turbid water may be the result of soil erosion, urban runoff, algal 
blooms, and bottom sediment disturbances. 
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10.2 Sub-basins within the Antelope Creek Watershed 
 
 
 
10.3 Comparative Analysis of Major Cities within the Chesapeake Bay
City Baltimore 
State Maryland 
City Pop 622,104 
Metro Pop 2,690,886 
  
  
  Preparation/Information 
Rain Barrels Apply for inspection 
  Information pamphlets 
  
 
    
    
Rain Gardens Apply for inspection 
  Information pamphlets 
  Do it yourself workshops 
  Provide Designs 
    
Pavement Reduction Apply for inspection 
  Information pamphlets 
  Provide Designs 
    
    
Downspout Redirection Apply for inspection 
  Information pamphlets 
  Approval process 
  Provide Designs 
    
Lawn Re-seeding N/A 
    
    
    
    
    
  
Additional Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
Must live within specific watersheds, not governed by political boundaries 
Social Media for updates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Funding National Fish and Wildlife Foundation 
 
Organization Blue Waters Baltimore 
 
Program Name Water Audit: Service Rebates 
 
Contact WaterAudit@bluewaterbaltimore.org 
   
   
Installation Restrictions Reimbursement 
Free labor Max 3 per property (50-100) Labor 
  
 
0.50/gal. 
  Max 1 (300+) Not to exceed 50% of total 
    $2,000 max per house 
    $6,000 max per institution 
Free labor Must hold 1” storm $0.50/ft
2
 
  Min 6" ponding depth Not to exceed 50% of total 
    $2,000 max per house 
  80% of plants native $6,000 max per institution 
      
None 
Minimum 200 ft
2
 (except for 
small spaces) 
$0.75/ft
2
 
  Not to exceed 50% of total 
    $2,000 max per house 
  
Replace with landscape or 
porous pavers 
$6,000 max per institution 
    
Free labor Sufficient receiving area Free materials and labor 
      
      
      
      
N/A N/A N/A 
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Inspections 
Initial inspection 
  
  
  
  
Initial inspection 
  
  
  
  
Initial inspection 
  
  
  
  
Initial inspection 
  
  
  
  
N/A 
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
County Columbia 
State Maryland 
County Pop 99,615 
Metro Pop - 
  
  
  Preparation/Information 
Rain Barrels N/A 
    
    
    
    
Rain Gardens 
Apply to the "Village 
Architectural Committee"   
  Designs provided by County 
    
    
Pavement Reduction N/A 
    
    
    
    
Downspout Redirection N/A 
    
    
    
    
Lawn Re-seeding N/A 
    
    
    
    
  
  
Additional Notes 
County believes maintenance agreement is too strict. Only have one resident opt out because of maintenance agreement. Biggest
gardeners and them working through how to become a little bit of a gardener.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Funding Maryland Department of Natural Resources
 
Organization Columbia Association 
 
Program Name Rain Garden Cost-Share 
 
Contact John.McCoy@ColumbiaAssociation.org 
    
    
Installation/Maintenance Restrictions Reimbursement Inspections
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
        
        
        
        
Association has a contract 
with a private company 
Choice of 5 predesigned rain 
gardens 
75% of of installation Association installs
25% paid upfront No inspection
Maintenance Contract 
Must be a Columbia resident 
within the Little Patuexent 
Watershed 
~$2,250 Checked for maintenance
      
 
    
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
        
        
        
        
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
        
        
        
        
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
        
        
        
        
    
    
 issue is building a rain garden for non 
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County Montgomery 
 
State Maryland 
 
County Pop 1,016,677 
 
Metro Pop - 
 
   
   
  Preparation/Information Installation/Maintenance
Rain Barrels Application process Maintenance 
    Must install within 6 months
    
 
      
      
Rain Gardens Application process Maintenance checklist
    Must install within 6 months
      
      
      
Pavement Reduction Application process Maintenance checklist
    Must install within 6 months
      
      
      
Downspout Redirection N/A N/A
      
      
      
      
Lawn Re-seeding N/A N/A
      
      
      
      
      
   
Additional Notes 
Water Quality Protection Charge (WQPC) is found on property tax bills and raises funds to improve the water quality
potential for a property to contribute to stormwater runoff. Large urbanized properties have higher runoff than less urbanize
residents install BMPs 
 
 
 
   
Comprehensive calculator found at http://www2.montgomerycountymd.gov/DEPWQPC/SFRCreditCalculator.aspx
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Funding Water Quality Protection Charge (WQPC) 
Organization Montgomery DEP 
Program Name Rain Garden Cost-Share 
Contact WQPC.Credits@montgomerycountymd.gov 
   
   
 Restrictions Reimbursement Inspections
checklist multiple at a total of 200 gal Tax credit pre-approval inspection
   Max reduction 80% of WQPC final inspection
1 at 200+ gal     
 
    
Montgomery County     
 
Property must be located in 
Montgomery County and 
outside of the municipal 
limits of major cities within 
the county 
Tax credit pre-approval inspection
 Max reduction 80% of WQPC final inspection
$2,500  reimbursement or 
$10,000 for commercial, 
multi family or institution 
  
  
  
 
Property must be located in 
Montgomery County and 
outside of the municipal 
limits of major cities within 
the county 
Tax credit pre-approval inspection
 Max reduction 80% of WQPC final inspection
    
    
    
 N/A N/A N/A 
      
      
      
      
 N/A N/A N/A 
      
      
      
      
      
   
 and reduce runoff. It is calculated based on the 
d properties. WQPC charges are reduced if 
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County Prince George's County 
 
State Maryland 
 
County Pop 881,138 
 
Metro Pop - 
 
   
   
  Preparation/Information Installation/Maintenance
Rain Barrels Must approve application 12 months to complete
      
      
      
      
Rain Gardens Must approve application 12 months to complete
  Provide Designs   
  
 
  
      
      
Pavement Reduction Must approve application 12 months to complete
  Provide Designs   
  
 
  
      
      
Downspout Redirection N/A N/A
      
      
      
      
Lawn Re-seeding N/A N/A
      
      
      
      
      
   
Additional Notes 
 
 
The maximum rebate is $2,000 for residential projects and $20,000 for commercial, multi
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Funding Storm Water Fee 
Organization Stormwater Management Division 
Program Name Rain Check Rebates  
Contact DERRebatesandCredits@co.pg.md.us   
   
   
 Restrictions Reimbursement Inspections
 100 gallon min - Residential $50 - Residential 
Final inspection to ensure 
it complies with approved 
application
200 gallon min - Commercial $100 - Commercial 
  
 
250+ - Cistern $1/gal $500 max - Res Cist. 
  $1/gal $2,000 max - Com Cist.   
 None $1,200/Garden - Residential 
Final inspection to ensure 
it complies with approved 
application
    
  $1/ft
2
 impervious treated 
  $2,500/Garden - Commercial 
      
 100 ft
2 
min - Residential $6/ft
2 
 
Final inspection to ensure 
it complies with approved 
application
300 ft
2
 min - Commercial   
 
$1,200 max - Residential 
  $5,000 max - Commercial 
      
 N/A N/A N/A 
      
      
      
      
 N/A N/A N/A 
      
      
      
      
      
   
-family dwelling, nonprofit entities, or not-for-profit organizations. 
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County Anne Arundel 
 
State Maryland 
 
City Pop 537,656 
 
Metro Pop   
 
  
  
  
  
  Preparation/Information Installation/Maintenance
Rain Barrels Application Resident installs
      
      
      
      
Rain Gardens Provide designs Professional or Resident
      
  Application   
      
      
Pavement Reduction Provide designs Professional or Resident
      
  Application   
      
      
Downspout Redirection N/A N/A
      
      
      
      
Lawn Re-seeding Provide designs Professional design only
      
  Application   
      
      
      
   
Additional Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Funding Anne Arundel Property Tax 
Organization Office of Planning and Zoning 
Program Name Rain Garden Cost-Share 
Contact (410) 222-7450 
  
  
  
  
 Restrictions Reimbursement Inspections
 
Cannot combine with other 
tax credits 
10% of the cost of materials 
and installation, not to exceed 
a total of $10,000 
Provide invoice
Provide photo
  
    
    
 
Cannot combine with other 
tax credits 
10% of the cost of materials 
and installation, not to exceed 
a total of $10,000 
Provide 
Provide photo
  
    
    
 
Cannot combine with other 
tax credits 
10% of the cost of materials 
and installation, not to exceed 
a total of $10,000 
Provide invoice
Provide photo
  
    
    
 N/A N/A N/A 
      
      
      
      
 Need A or B soils 
10% of the cost of materials 
and installation, not to exceed 
a total of $10,000 
Provide invoice
Soil test Provide photo of device
    
Cannot combine with other 
tax credits 
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invoice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Counties 
Nelson, Albemarle,  Fluvanna, 
Louisa 
 
State Maryland 
 
Total City Pop 175,439 
 
Metro Pop - 
 
   
   
  Preparation/Information Installation/Maintenance
Rain Barrels Application Designs
  Start/end date Description of installation
  Estimated cost Must be certified by engineer
  
 
  
      
Rain Gardens Application Designs
  Start/end date Description of installation
  Estimated cost   
  Provide Designs   
      
Pavement Reduction Application Designs
  Start/end date Description of installation
  Estimated cost   
  Provide Designs   
      
Downspout Redirection N/A N/A
      
      
      
      
Lawn Re-seeding Application Designs
  Start/end date Description of installation
  Estimated cost 
 
  
 
  
      
   
   
Additional Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Funding Grant funding 
Organization Thomas Jefferson Soil & Water Conservation District
Program Name Virginia Conservation Assistance Program 
Contact alyson.sappington@tjswcd.org 
   
   
 Restrictions Reimbursement Inspections
 250+ gallons $2.00/gal Initial/final inspection
 10 year O&M agreement   Photo 
 
 
    
      
      
 1 BMP per application 75% up to $1850 Initial/final inspection
 Drain 0.5 acre land or smaller   Photo 
10 year O&M agreement     
 
    
      
 1 BMP per application $2.50/ft
2
 Initial/final inspection
 10 year O&M agreement   Photo 
      
      
      
 N/A N/A N/A 
      
      
      
      
 1 BMP per application 50% up to $1850 Initial/final inspection
 10 year O&M agreement   Photo 
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City Richmond  
 
State Virginia 
 
City Pop 214,114 
 
Metro Pop 1,231,980 
 
   
   
  Preparation/Information Installation/Maintenance
Rain Barrels General application Can buy your own
  Single family application Can make your own
  Before photo 
 
  
 
  
  
 
  
Rain Gardens General application 
Must drain at least 25% of properties 
impervious area  Single family application 
  Property application Must direct overflow away 
      
    
 
Pavement Reduction General application 
Can replace pavement with 
something pervious  Single family application 
      
      
      
Downspout Redirection General application Must flow over natural veg
  Single family application 
Slope of downspout must be less 
than 50%
    
 
      
      
Lawn Re-seeding General application 50ft strip minimum
  Single family application Downspout must be placed
    
 
      
      
   
   
Additional Notes You can earn up to 50% credit by combining any of the following
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Funding Chesapeake Bay Stewardship Fund 
Organization Department of public utilities 
Program Name Stormwater Management Program 
Contact dpucustserv@richmondgov.com 
   
   
 Restrictions Reimbursement Inspections
 Cannot transfer credits 20% reduction tax credit Must renew application every
 Follow zoning codes   Three years 
Follow planning codes   Right to inspect at any time
Follow city codes     
      
 
Cannot transfer credits 20% reduction tax credit Must renew application every
Follow zoning codes   Three years 
 Follow planning codes   Right to inspect at any time
Follow city codes     
      
 
Cannot transfer credits 20% reduction tax credit Must renew application every
Follow zoning codes   Three years 
Follow planning codes   Right to inspect at any time
Follow city codes     
      
 Cannot transfer credits 20% reduction tax credit Must renew application every
 Follow zoning codes   Three years 
Follow planning codes   Right to inspect at any time
Follow city codes     
      
 Cannot transfer credits 20% reduction tax credit Must renew application every
 Follow zoning codes   Three years 
Follow planning codes   Right to inspect at any time
Follow city codes     
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- for  maintenance 
 
 
- for  maintenance 
 
 
- for  maintenance 
 
 
- for  maintenance 
 
 
- for  maintenance 
 
 
City Washington 
 
State District of Columbia 
 
City Pop 622,104 
 
Metro Pop 2,690,886 
 
   
   
  Preparation/Information Installation/Maintenance
Rain Barrels Apply and be selected Can ask for assistance
  Information pamphlets   
  3-5 month wait   
      
      
Rain Gardens Apply and be selected Must fit drainage patterns
  Information pamphlets Must fit sun exposure
  3-5 month wait Must fit topography
  
 
Must Fit soils
    
 
Pavement Reduction Apply and be selected 
Replace with landscape or 
porous pavers  Information pamphlets 
  3-5 month wait   
  
 
  
    
 
Downspout Redirection N/A N/A
      
      
      
      
Lawn Re-seeding Apply and be selected Native grasses
  Information pamphlets   
  3-5 month wait   
  
 
  
      
      
   
Additional Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Funding CWA 319 grant, Stormwater fee, local bag bill funds
Organization District Department of the Environment 
Program Name RiverSmart Homes 
Contact lauren.linville@dc.gov  
   
   
 Restrictions Reimbursement Inspections
 12 pre approved rain barrels $50-$100 2 year maintenance req
  $1 per gallon Final Inspection
  $1,200 per household   
      
      
 Native plants $1,200 per household 2 year maintenance req
   
 
Final Inspection
       
       
      
 
Walkways not eligible $1,200 per household 2 year maintenance req
Small patios not eligible 
 
Final Inspection
 
    
  
    
    
 N/A N/A N/A 
      
      
      
      
 120 ft minimum $1,200 per household 2 year maintenance req
 
  Final Inspection
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10.4 Cost-Share Brochure
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10.5 Cost-Share Application 
Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water 
Quality Project 
Application Form 
This form is for participants in Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project 2013-2014 Cost-
Share Program. Regardless of who designs and installs your project, you must complete this 
form to qualify your project for a reimbursement. If this application form is initially approved by 
the City, we will then send you the Participation Agreement Form for your signature and 
subsequent City signature.  
  
Describe each landscaping project you are interested in. Provide all requested information on 
interested landscaping project to the best of your ability. For any questions contact Jeffrey 
Polkowski:  
 
Email: jpolkowski@Lincoln.ne.gov 
Phone: 402-441-8427 
Fax:  402-441-6576. 
Mail Address: 949, West Bond Street, Lincoln NE 68521 
 
Send this completed form, within two weeks of receiving. The City of Lincoln, Watershed 
Management Division will then provide:  
 
1. Project approval, OR  
2. Project approval dependent upon modifications, OR  
3. Project denial with explanation. 
 
Your Contact Information:  
Name   __________________________________________ 
Phone  __________________________________________ 
Email ___________________________________________ 
Project Address ___________________________________ 
________________________________________________ 
Mailing Address___________________________________ 
________________________________________________ 
 
Are you interested in a free soil test? ______________ 
 
Please only attach pages for projects that you are interested in completing and receiving a 
reimbursement for 
 
Landscape Designer  _________________________________________________________
Installer ___________________________________________________________________
Pre-Rain Garden Land Cover Type (Lawn, Garden, etc) ______________________________ 
Area of Rain Garden_____________________________________________________ sq. ft. 
Area draining to project lawn or landscaping _________________________________ sq. ft. 
rooftop or other hard surface   ____________________________________________ sq. ft. 
 
Project and Site Information  
 
Attach additional pages as needed. 
 
 
 
 
Results of the Percolation test _________________________ 
Results of Soil test___________________________________
Will you be amending your soils?  ______________________
 
Replacement soil mix components and percentage of soil mix makeup (e.g. 50/50 Sand and Compost Mix)  
_________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Rain Garden Cross Section - side view of your garden depicting ponding depth and berm height
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions as to how to conduct tests and build a rain garden can be found at:
http://lincoln.ne.gov/city/pworks/watrshed/educate/garden/howto/resident/index.htm 
Rain Garden 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________
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Example 
 
Site Sketch  
Indicate where on the property the rain garden will be installed. The sketch sh
property as viewed from above. Include north arrow, outline of buildings, driveways and 
sidewalks and show street names to provide perspective. Mark distances between the 
proposed rain garden and objects such as the home, trees, existing lan
driveways, and roadways. You may attach an image from Lincoln's GIS viewer 
(http://lincoln.ne.gov/gis/gisviewer/#s), or Google Maps as a base. Attach your image and then 
mark on top of it with the above information. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ould be of the 
dscaping, sidewalks, 
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Plants, Materials and Services  
To the best of your ability, itemize all of the plants and other materials that you plan to 
purchase for your project.  You may attach a copy of an estimate provided by your landscape 
professional.  
 
A native plant list is available at: 
http://lincoln.ne.gov/city/pworks/watrshed/educate/garden/plants  
 
 
 
Plant List 
Name Size Number Price per plant* Cost* Source 
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
   $ $  
 Total Plant Cost: $_______ 
Additional Materials and Services 
Material Descriptio
n 
Unit (bags, yards, pounds, 
etc) 
Price per unit* Cost* 
Mulch   $ $ 
Rain Garden Soil Mix   $ $ 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
     Total Additional Materials/Services Cost: $_______ 
*Information needed only if completing project on your own. If you are working with a contractor, the cost estimate they provide can 
substitute for the itemized costs in the above tables. 
 
Projected Total Cost of rain garden $______________________ 
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Hardscape removal 
 
To qualify for financial reimbursement, the soils under your hardscape will need to be 
amended.  
Soil must be protected from erosion until new plants have grown in enough to prevent erosion 
 
Attach additional pages as needed. 
 
 
Installer  ____________________________________________ 
Replacement  material_________________________________ 
Area of hardscape to be removed ____________________sq. ft. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Materials and Services for Hardscape removal 
To the best of your ability, itemize all of the materials and services that you will be purchasing 
for hardscape removal. You may attach a copy of an estimate provided by your landscape 
professional.  
 
 
Material or Service Description Unit (bags, yards, pounds, etc) Price per unit* Cost* 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
   $ $ 
     Total Additional Materials/Services Cost: $_______ 
 
*Information needed only if completing project on your own. If you are working with a 
contractor, the cost estimate they provide can substitute for the itemized costs in the above 
table. 
 
Projected Total Cost of Hardscape Removal $______________________ 
 
 
 
Parking Lot Redirection
 
Installer ____________________________________________
Please include a description of how you will be redirecting water from your parking lot 
_____________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______ 
 
Materials and Services for Parking Lot Redirection
To the best of your ability, itemize all of the materials and services that you have purchased or 
will be purchasing for parking lot redirection. You may attach a copy of an estimate provided by 
your landscape professional.  
 
Material or Service Descriptio
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     
 
*Information needed only if completing project on your own. If you are working with a 
contractor, the cost estimate they provide can substitute for the itemized costs in the above 
table. 
 
Site Sketch  
Indicate where on the property the parking lot
surfaces. The sketch should be of the property as vi
sidewalks, driveways, outline of buildings, and street names to provide perspective. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
n Unit (bags, yards, pounds, 
etc) 
Price per unit*
 $ 
 $ 
 $ 
 $ 
 $ 
 $ 
 $ 
Total Additional Materials/Services Cost: $
 runoff will be redirected from impervious 
ewed from above. Include north arrow, 
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 Cost* 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
_______ 
 
Example 
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Lawn Seeding 
 
 
 
 
 
Installer _______________________________________ 
Final Project Area ___________________________sq. ft. 
List the proposed seed mix: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________ 
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Downspout Redirection 
 
 
 
 
Installer _______________________________________ 
Short Description of Downspout Redirection: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________ 
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Rain Barrel 
 
Rain barrel must be coupled with another project to qualify for $100 reimbursement. 
 
 
 
Installer _______________________________________ 
Rain Barrel Capacity _________ gallons 
Name and Short Description of Rain Barrel: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ 
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Complete and sign below Statement of Understanding. Unsigned forms will not be processed.  
 
I _______________________________, have completed this form accurately to the best of my 
ability. I understand that funds are limited and that if the funds for this calendar year have 
been depleted my application may not be accepted. I understand that I must make a One-Call 
before digging. To obtain a rebate after the project is completed, I must turn in all receipts 
within 6 months of the date the project is approved by Watershed Management. Upon 
receiving rebate, I will agree to maintain my project for 2 years, and give Watershed 
Management permission to access and assess my project for the following 2 years.  
 
Signature __________________________________ Date ________________________ 
 
OFFICE USE ONLY  
Application accepted for the following: 
 
75% Cost-Share Approvals: 
Rain Garden 
Hardscape removal 
Parking Lot Redirection 
Lawn Seeding 
Downspout Redirection 
 
Additional Reimbursable Approvals: 
Rain Barrels ($100) 
 
 
Application rejected; explanation below  
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Project Reviewed by: ________________________________ Date:   
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10.6 Participation Agreement Form 
 
Applicant Last Name: ___________________ 
Reference #: _____ 
 
Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project 
2013-2014 Cost Share Program 
PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT FORM 
Cost Share Program Overview: 
The City of Lincoln Watershed Management Division is offering a cost-share grant to residents for properties within the Antelope Park Sub-
Basin. If you rent a home in the Sub-Basin, you must have the property owner participate in the program. The grant will reimburse 
residents up to $100 for a rain barrel, and reimburse the property owner for 75% of all qualifying expenses for up to a maximum cost 
share of $2,000 per property on the following urban stormwater management projects: 
 
1) Rain Garden: A garden of native shrubs, perennials, and flowers planted in a small depression, which is generally formed on a natural 
slope.  It is designed to temporarily hold and soak in rain water runoff.  It is dry most of the time and typically holds water during and 
following a rain event. 
 
2) Parking Lot Runoff Redirection:  Parking lot runoff to storm drain inlets can be redirected to flow to rain gardens or other vegetated 
surfaces. This will treat and reduce runoff from the site improving water quality. 
 
3) Lawn Seeding: Reseeding lawn turf to low-growing grasses such as, buffalograss that provides deep, fibrous root systems that help 
build and maintain soil quality. Similar grasses such as blue grama or sideoats grama will also be considered.  See lincoln.ne.gov 
(keyword ‘water conservation’) for tips on lawn seeding. 
 
4) Downspout Redirection: During a heavy rain storm, each downspout discharges a significant amount of water.  Some downspouts 
send rainwater down driveways, sidewalks, and underground pipes that lead to storm drains. Redirecting the downspout and allowing 
the rain water to flow across the lawn or into a garden provides more opportunity for rainwater to soak into the soil. With appropriate 
slopes turf grass can spread out, slow down and filter rainwater before it reaches the street or storm drain. 
 
5) Hardscape removal: Hard surfaces serve as a pollution gateway to our waterway. These impervious surfaces prevent rainwater from 
soaking into the ground and recharging groundwater supplies. Paved surfaces also add to heat island effect, the phenomenon where 
urban areas are hotter than surrounding, non-urban areas. After hardscape removal, parking strips or pervious pavement may be placed 
to allow parking. To qualify for financial reimbursement, the soils under your hardscape will need to be amended. Erosion control 
Best Management Practices (BMPs) must be positioned until replacement substrate is in place or new plants have grown in enough to 
prevent erosion. 
 
6) Rain Barrel: If participating in any of the above programs the grant shall also reimburse up to $100 for a rain barrel. Resident must 
agree to maintain installed rain barrel for at least 2 years. 
 
This cost share opportunity shall be available until Tuesday December 30, 2014 or until funding is no longer available, whichever comes first.  
 
1)  Submission and acceptance of this Participation Agreement Form (“Agreement”) authorizes the City of Lincoln – Watershed Management 
Division ( “City”) to enter upon the property of applicant listed below  (“Owner”) for the purpose of determining proper installation, 
maintenance, and authorization for reimbursement under the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project. Owner agrees to abide 
by all terms and conditions herein. 
 
2)  To begin the process, Owner shall contact City regarding participation in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project. Owner shall fill 
out an application and City will schedule a preliminary site visit to establish as pertinent the acceptable soil type, the appropriate 
location, and consider approval of the application.  
 
3)  Upon approval by City of the application, Owner shall complete this Agreement.  Owner’s name will then be added to the participant 
database, and Owner will receive a series of NebGuides and other educational material. 
 
4)  Owner shall design and install any or all of the above stormwater management landscape projects (Rain Garden, Parking Lot Runoff 
Redirection, Lawn Seeding, Downspout Redirection and Hardscape Removal) and also can receive a $100 reimbursement for a rain 
barrel of their choice. A series of NebGuides and/or other educational material will be provided by the City to the Owner. The Owner 
may install the  above stormwater management landscape projects individually or he/she may hire a landscape contractor.  
 
5) Prior to installation of a Rain Garden, Owner shall contact the City and schedule a Site Consultation. Owner or landscape contractor must 
make a One-Call to locate utilities and receive approval before digging for stormwater management landscape project installation. 
 
6)  Owner shall be responsible for paying for all appropriate landscape project expenditures before reimbursement by the City.  Owner shall 
assemble receipts for reimbursable stormwater management landscape project expenditures and notify the City to arrange an on-site 
inspection of the completed landscape project.  
 
7)  A site inspection shall be conducted by trained City staff to ensure that Owner’s design and installation is in accordance with the NebGuides 
or other educational material. The Owner must be present during the inspection. 
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City shall perform a final site evaluation:  
 
Rain Garden: 
 
(a) To determine that rain garden is installed correctly and in accordance with the three (3) Rain Garden NebGuides and/or The Blue 
Thumb Guide to Raingardens: reimbursable receipts shall be collected at this time.  If Owner does not have all reimbursable receipts 
ready for City staff at this time, Owner is given thirty (30) days from final rain garden approval date to submit reimbursable receipts.  
(b) If rain garden is NOT installed correctly and in accordance with the three (3) Rain Garden NebGuides and/or The Blue Thumb Guide 
to Raingardens: City staff will provide written request of necessary amendments.  Owner will amend rain garden and contact City staff 
upon completion.  City staff will return to perform a second final site evaluation and collect reimbursable receipts.   
 
Parking Lot Redirection:  
 
(a) To determine that rainwater from the impervious surface is redirected correctly 
 
Lawn Seeding: 
 
(a) To establish that the manufacturer’s instructions have been followed 
(b) To ensure that grass is well established and weed free 
 
Downspout Redirection: 
 
(a) To determine that there is adequate distance from building foundation to allow water to be correctly directed to vegetated area 
 
Hardscape Removal:  
 
(a) To establish that impervious surfaces were properly removed 
(b) To qualify for financial reimbursement, the soils under your hardscape will need to be amended.  
(c) Erosion control Best Management Practices (BMPs) must be positioned until replacement substrate is in place or new plants have 
grown in enough to prevent erosion 
 
Rain Barrel:  
 
(a) Insure that Rain barrel is installed correctly in accordance with the Rain Barrel NebGuide. Reimbursable receipts shall be collected at 
this time.  
(b) Resident must agree to maintain installed rain barrel for at least 2 years.  
 
8)  Once the on-site inspection of the stormwater management landscape project on Owner’s property is completed and approved by City, Owner 
shall submit all itemized expense receipts pertaining to the design and installation of the landscape feature to the City for a potential 
75% reimbursement, up to a maximum cost share of  $2,000 per property. City shall verify, approve, and process all valid 
reimbursable expenses, up to a maximum amount of cost share of $2,000 per property, based upon the submitted receipts within forty-
five (45) days of the date received. Reimbursement will be in the form of a check payment sent through the U.S. Postal Service.   
Reimbursable expenses may include but are not limited to:  
(a) Soil testing supplies (soil test kit, soil lab expenses); 
(b) Soil amendments (sand, compost, manure); 
(c) Mulch; 
(d) Plants (Native or Hardy Introduced Perennials, Grasses, and Shrubs Only); 
(e) Gutter, drain tile, stone, or other materials used to convey water from the downspout to the garden; 
(f) Equipment rentals (i.e. soil tiller, aerator or seed driller);  
(g) Design labor performed by a landscape design professional; 
(h) Construction labor performed by a landscape professional. 
Ineligible expenses may include but are not limited to: 
(a) Trees; 
(b) Retaining wall materials; 
(c) Water or other utilities; 
(d) Irrigation equipment, bird baths, ornaments, landscape lighting, etc.;  
(e) Expenses for additional landscaping or dirt work, or anything that does not directly affect the landscape feature; 
(f) Expenses greater than $15 per square foot of rain garden (Example: Reimbursable expenses for a 100 square foot rain garden will not 
exceed 75% of $1,500); 
(g) Any other expenses City staff determines in its discretion to be inappropriate or     
unrelated to the completion of the landscape feature. 
(h) Non-professional labor (owner, friends, neighbors, etc) 
 
9)  Owner shall have one (1) year after the date this Agreement is executed by the City or until Tuesday December 30, 2014, whichever comes 
first, to complete the foregoing requirements and obtain an approved inspection in order to be reimbursed. 
 
10)  Owner shall maintain the landscape project including necessary mowing for a minimum of two (2 ) full growth seasons from the date the 
project is completed. 
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11)  Owner shall not be entitled to any compensation under the Agreement other than cost-sharing amounts for landscape feature supplies and 
services approved by the City and provided herein.  Nothing in this Agreement shall obligate the City of Lincoln to expend any funds 
or reimburse Owner for any expenditure in excess of the cost-share amount for landscape expenditures as approved by the City. The 
maximum reimbursable amount per application shall not exceed the maximum cost share of $2,000 per property. 
 
12)  This Agreement may be terminated by the City at any time, without notice, if the funds designated for reimbursement should for any reason 
become unavailable or if City discontinues the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project. 
 
13)  In the event that Owner fails to comply with any of the terms and/or conditions specified above, the City may terminate this Agreement and 
refuse to provide any cost-sharing reimbursement as provided herein, or, if reimbursement has been made, the City may recover in full 
all sums paid to Owner under this Agreement. 
 
14)  By execution of this Agreement, Owner agrees to indemnify, defend, save and hold City, its departments and employees harmless from any 
and all claims, lawsuits, or liability, including attorney's fees and costs, arising out of, in connection with, or incident to any loss, 
damage or injury to persons or property, including death, or from any wrongful or negligent act, error, or omission of Owner, Owner’s 
agents, employees, subcontractors or invitees, occurring during the course of, or as a result of their performance pursuant to this 
Agreement and Owner’s participation in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project. 
 
15)  Owner understands and agrees that Owner shall be solely responsible for the installation of the stormwater management project and/or any 
service(s) that Owner selects, hires, contracts for or utilizes and that any referral list of contractors provided by City to Owner does not 
in any way endorse, recommend or guarantee the performance of said contractor(s). Further, Owner agrees that City shall not be liable 
for any claims, damages or losses caused by the acts or omissions of any contractor selected, hired or utilized by Owner, or any work 
performed by Owner, including, but not limited to the failure, in whole or in part, of work or materials provided or performed by any 
contractor or Owner.  Owner shall apply for and obtain any and all necessary permits, certifications, licenses, variances, and approvals 
required by any applicable law or regulations that relate to installation of the landscape feature. 
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Return form to: City of Lincoln Watershed Management Division, Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Program, 901 West Bond Street, Suite 
100, Lincoln, NE 68521. 
 
I/We have full authority to sign this participation agreement form on behalf of all persons with an interest in the property described on this form. 
 
 
NAME:_______________________________________________________________________________  
 
MAILING ADDRESS:___________________________________________________________________ 
 
PHYSICAL ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: ________________________________ PHONE: ____________________________ 
 
SIGNATURE:__________________________________________________________________________  
 
 
 
City of Lincoln, NE • Watershed Management Division 
901 West Bond Street, Suite 100. • Lincoln, NE• 68521, Phone 402.441.8427, Fax 402.441.6576, 
 
 
 
 
 
CITY APPROVAL 
 
______________________________________________                    DATE:______________ 
Miki Esposito, Director of Public Works/Utilities 
 
 
 
 
  
UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP ATTESTATION FORM 
 
For the purposes of complying with Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 4-108 through 4-114, I attest as follows: 
 
____ I am a citizen of the United States. 
 
OR 
 
____ I am a qualified alien under the Federal Immigration and Nationality Act. My immigration status and alien number are as 
follows:_________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________, and I agree to provide a copy of the USCIS (United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Services) documentation upon request required to verify the Contractor’s lawful presence in the United States using the 
Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) Program. I hereby attest that my response and the information provided on this 
form and any related application for public benefits are true, complete and accurate and I understand that this information may be used 
to verify my lawful presence in the United States. I understand and agree that lawful presence in the United States is required and the 
contractor may be disqualified or the contract terminated if such lawful presence cannot be verified as required by Neb. Rev. Stat. § 4-
108. 
 
PRINT NAME: ___________________________________ 
(First, Middle, Last) 
 
SIGNATURE: ____________________________________ 
 
 
DATE: __________________________________________ 
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10.7 Survey 
Thank you for participating in the Antelope Park Sub-Basin Water Quality Project Cost-share Program. Enclosed is 
an optional survey that will help us determine how to improve this cost-share for future sub-basins. Please 
anonymously fill out this survey and return it in the pre-addressed and pre-paid envelope. Thank you! 
 
 
Section 1: Funding  
 
1) I understand that this cost-share has been offered to me by the City of Lincoln with the goal of restoring the 
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of Antelope Creek. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
2) I understand that this cost-share has been offered to me through an agreement between the Nebraska 
Department of Environmental Quality (NDEQ) and the City of Lincoln. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
3) I understand that the landscaping techniques that I have applied are considered Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) that are used to prevent or control the discharge of pollutants and minimize runoff to streams and 
lakes.  
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
Section 1 Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 2: Pre Cost-Share 
 
4) The initial application that I filled out in order to receive grant funding was easy to understand. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
5) The response time to the application by project coordinator was within reason. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
6) The initial site visit by project coordinator was informative and helpful for continuing my project.  
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
Section 2 Comments: 
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Section 3: Cost-Share  
 
7) Completing the cost-share program required about as much effort as I expected. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
8) The time it took to complete each step of the cost-share program was reasonable. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
9) Overall, I am satisfied with the entire cost-share program experience. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
Section 3 Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 4: Post Cost-Share 
 
10) I understand how to maintain the project(s) that have been installed at my home through this cost-share 
program. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
11) I intend to maintain the projects made possible through this cost-share program for longer than two years 
after they have been installed at my home. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
12) If I had known what I know now about the cost-share program, I still would agreed to participate when the 
program was initiated in February 2014. 
 
[1] Strongly Agree [2] Agree [3] Neutral [4] Disagree [5] Strongly Disagree 
 
 
Section 4 Comments: 
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10.8 Excessive Nutrient Levels Brochure 
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10.9 Cost-Share Participants 
# Ref # Name RG LS HR PR DR RB Total Total-RB Project Cost Reimbursement Paid by Resident Meeting #1 Meeting #2 Meeting #3
1 1 Paul H. x 1 1 604.12$                  453.09$                  151.03$                  Attending +1 Invited Invited
2 2 Lindsey G. x x x 3 2 1,054.98$              814.23$                  240.75$                  Invited Invited Invited
3 3 Kristen B. x x x 3 2 669.18$                  505.14$                  164.04$                  Invited Invited Invited
4 4 Jackie O. x x x 3 3 4,480.76$              2,000.00$              2,480.76$              Invited Invited Invited
5 5 Mary W. x x x 3 3 333.68$                  250.26$                  83.42$                    Attending Invited Invited
6 6 Gene H. x x x 3 2 288.66$                  236.56$                  52.10$                    Invited Invited Invited
7 7 Michelle S. x x x 3 2 1,761.14$              1,339.58$              421.56$                  Invited Invited Invited
8 8 Bradly P. x x 2 1 906.98$                  706.98$                  200.00$                  Invited Invited Invited
9 9 Greg O. x x x 3 2 643.00$                  482.25$                  160.75$                  Invited Invited Invited
10 10 Barbara G. x x 2 2 2,836.57$              2,000.00$              836.57$                  Attending Attending Attending
11 11.1 John C. x x x 3 2  $              1,280.58 979.95$                  300.63$                  Attending Invited Invited
12 11.2 John C. x x x 3 2 1,298.79$              998.16$                  300.63$                  Attending Invited Invited
13 12 Dale H. x x x 3 2 2,427.36$              1,745.52$              681.84$                  N/A Invited Invited
14 13 Doug D. x x 2 1 2,501.15$              1,880.37$              620.79$                  N/A Invited Invited
15 14 Justin C. x x 2 2 856.85$                  642.64$                  214.21$                  N/A Attending Invited
16 15 Arnette G. x x x 3 2 NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA N/A Invited Invited
17 16 Larry K. x x 2 2 907.19$                  680.39$                  226.80$                  N/A Invited Invited
18 17 Karen P. 0 0 Canceled Canceled Canceled N/A Invited Invited
19 18 Julia S. x x 2 1 489.85$                  392.39$                  97.46$                    N/A Invited Invited
20 19 Jennifer R. x x 2 2 1,883.08$              1,412.31$              470.77$                  N/A Attending Invited
21 20 Kathy F. x x x x x x 6 5 NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA N/A Attending Invited
22 21 Beth M. 0 0 Canceled Canceled Canceled N/A Invited Invited
23 22 Tom K. x x x 3 3 2,368.10$              1,776.08$              592.02$                  N/A Invited Invited
24 23 Pauline S. x x x 3 3 1,961.02$              1,470.77$              490.25$                  N/A Attending Attending
25 24 James D. 0 0 Canceled Canceled Canceled N/A Invited Invited
26 25 Bill  M. x 1 1 2,325.00$              1,743.75$              581.25$                  N/A Invited Invited
27 26 Timothy Y. 0 0 Canceled Canceled Canceled N/A Invited Invited
28 27 Brad S. x 1 1 1,040.00$              780.00$                  260.00$                  N/A Invited Invited
29 28 Shelly I. x x x 3 2 1,243.22$              954.72$                  288.50$                  N/A Invited Invited
30 29 Amy H. x x 2 2 2,031.76$              1,523.82$              507.94$                  N/A N/A Invited
31 30 Melva H. x 1 1 1,055.85$              791.89$                  263.96$                  N/A N/A Attending +1
32 31 Lucas S. x x x x x 5 5 2,823.51$              2,000.00$              823.51$                  N/A N/A Invited
33 32.1 Kelly N. x x x x 4 4 2,470.95$              1,853.21$              617.74$                  N/A N/A Invited
34 32.2 Sandra M. x x x x 4 4 2,470.95$              1,853.21$              617.74$                  N/A N/A Invited
35 33 Michael E. x x x x x 5 4 2,741.00$              2,000.00$              741.00$                  N/A N/A Invited
36 34 Chad J. x x x x 4 3 1,236.36$              943.05$                  293.31$                  N/A N/A Invited
37 35 Daniel F. x 1 1 2,464.03$              1,848.02$              616.01$                  N/A N/A Invited
38 36 Susan B. x x x x 4 3 2,865.70$              2,000.00$              865.70$                  N/A N/A Invited
39 37 Jill B. x 1 1 1,957.00$              1,467.75$              489.25$                  N/A N/A Invited
40 38 Erica P. x x 2 1 285.00$                  213.75$                  71.25$                    N/A N/A Invited
41 39 Mary Jo D. x x 2 2 1,800.00$              1,350.00$              450.00$                  N/A N/A Invited
22 25 7 5 23 18
RG
LS
HR
PR
DR
RB
Parking Lot Redirect
Downspout Redirect
Rain Barrel
4
Total each BMP
Total BMPs
Average BMPs per property
Average BMPs per property excluding rain barrels
Average total project cost per property
Average total reimbursement  per property
Average out-of-pocket cost paid by resident per property
Attendance for meeting 1 - May 15th 2014 5:30 – 6:30 PM
Attendance for meeting 2 - June 19th 2014 5:30 – 7:30 PM
6
5
Attendance for meeting 3 - Oct. 30th 2014 5:30 – 7:30 PM
Rain Garden
Lawn Seeing
Hardscape Removal
100
2.00
2.44
1,667.52$              
1,202.57$              
464.96$                  
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10.10 Map of Parcel Locations Participating in Cost-Share Program 
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10.11 Invitation to Stakeholders Group Meeting #1 
 
April 28th, 2014 
 
Dear Kristen,  
 
Your presence is requested at an upcoming discussion to reduce pollutants in urban stormwater 
runoff within in our community.  This meeting is designed to take us through an assessment of Best 
Management Practices and discuss their implementation to reduce pollutants in urban stormwater 
runoff within the Antelope Creek Sub-Basin.   
 
Although Water Quality Management is the City’s responsibility, it is an endeavor that affects the 
entire community and therefore is most effective when the community participates in collaborative 
planning meetings such as this.  The City requests your participation to contribute to a planning 
effort designed to identify and address local and statewide challenges that affect our unique urban 
water quality issues. 
 
The meeting will take place on May, 15th, 2014, at The Antelope Park Shelter (map enclosed), 
and will last from 5:30 to 6:30 PM. Please commit to lending your expertise to this meeting. If you 
know of any residents who would like to participate and be active in improving the areas water 
quality, please invite them to this meeting or refer them to me.  
 
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. Finally, please let me know if you are 
able to attend so that I can make appropriate plans to accommodate everyone.   
 
Thank you in advance for your commitment to participate. 
 
 
 
 
Jeffrey M. Polkowski 
Environmental Program Coordinator 
Watershed Management 
Public Works/Utilities Department 
 
949 West Bond Street 
Lincoln, NE 68521 
(402)-441-8427
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ANTELOPE CREEK SUB-BASIN FOCUS GROUP 
 
Watershed Management 
April, 2014 
 
BACKGROUND 
The City of Lincoln has a federal and state required stormwater permit known as the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (NPDES – MS4) for drainage of urban stormwater runoff to local creeks 
and drainage ways.  This is in compliance with the provisions of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as regulated 
nationally by the Environmental Protection Agency and statewide by the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality.  
 
This permit requires the City to implement control measures and other management practices (known as Best Management 
Practices) to reduce pollutants in urban stormwater runoff.  These Best Management Practices help mitigate the quality and 
many times the quantity of urban stormwater runoff.  Examples of Best Management Practices include rain gardens, pervious 
pavements, and green roofs that use evapotranspiration, infiltration, detention and filtration to help reduce pollution. 
 
The City developed a Watershed Basin Management Plan for Antelope Creek to aid in implementing the use of Best 
Management Practices specifically within the Antelope Creek watershed and apply lessons learned from that effort toward 
implementing Best Management Practices city wide.   
 
One of the recommendations of the Antelope Creek Watershed Basin Management Plan is the initiation of a focus group (i.e. 
stakeholders group) to assist with implementing Best Management Practices within a specific sub-basin of Antelope Creek 
located generally between Antelope Creek and Sheridan Blvd., between 27
th
 and 33
rd
 Streets (i.e. the drainage area that drains 
to the general Antelope Park area, see enclosed map).  The focus group is tentatively called the Antelope Creek Sub-Basin 
Focus Group.   
 
FOCUS GROUP CHARGE STATEMENT 
The goal of the Antelope Creek Sub-basin Focus Group is to aid in the implementation of Best Management Practices to 
reduce pollutants in urban stormwater runoff within the sub-basin area.  
 
The Focus Group could assist in: 
• Identifying residents in the sub-basin who are interested in reducing pollution. 
• Provide input towards reducing pollutants in urban stormwater runoff within the sub-basin area. 
• Attend Focus Group meetings.  
• Possibly assist in creating a larger Focus Group that encompasses the entire Antelope Creek Basin.  
• Review and provide suggestions on any proposed water quality programs/projects for this area. 
• Help disseminate information regarding the 75-25 cost-share program for residents of the Antelope Creek Sub-Basin 
area.  
• Review any proposed City stormwater quality projects being proposed for the sub-basin or the Antelope Creek area. 
• Other items as suggested and agreed upon by the Focus Group. 
 
The Focus Group will work with staff from the City of Lincoln Watershed Management Division. Additional technical or 
facilitation resources from other sources or agencies will be sought as needed. Currently it is hoped that the Focus Group will 
meet every other month for one year. 
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SUGGESTED MEMBERS FOR FOCUS GROUP 
 
Antelope Park Neighborhood 
Association 
President: JoAnn Asch 
 
Country Club Neighborhood 
Association 
President: Justin Carlson 
 
Greater South Neighborhood 
Association 
Contact: Daniel King 
 
Near South Neighborhood Association 
President: James Friedman 
 
Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Dept. 
Karl D. Dietrich 
 
Lower Platte South NRD 
Kyle Hauschild 
 
Business owner with BMPs 
 
Homeowners with BMPs 
 
Antelope Creek Master Plan  
Task Force Member: Karen Amen 
 
Project Staff 
City Watershed Management: Jeff Polkowski (jpolkowski@lincoln.ne.gov, 402-441-8427) 
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Meething 1: The Antelope Shelter, Antelope Park 5/15/14 5:30PM – 6:30PM 
 
 
SUMMARY OF TASK FORCE MEETING AGENDAS 
Meeting 1: Presentation by City staff (Master Plan planning process, discussion of Lincoln 
urban pollutants, drainage permit requirements, explanation of existing cost-
share programs, etc.) 
 
Meeting 2: Tour of Best Management Practice facilities  
 
Meeting 3: Update on City efforts, Discussion of focus group ideas and any focus group 
efforts. 
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10.12 Invitation to Stakeholders Group Meeting #2 
May 29th, 2014 
Kristen,  
You have been invited to participate in an upcoming water quality tour that will highlight some of 
the alternative or ‘best management practices’ constructed by residents, businesses, and the City of 
Lincoln to reduce pollutants in urban stormwater runoff within our community.  The purpose of 
this tour is to display methods for reducing urban stormwater runoff at the residential level through 
landscaping techniques. This tour is designed to take us through various examples that can be 
implemented at the residential level in order to reduce pollutants in urban stormwater runoff within 
the Antelope Creek Sub-Basin.   
 
Water Quality Management is everybody's responsibility, therefore it is an endeavor that affects the 
entire community and is most effective when the community participates in collaborative planning 
meetings.  If you'd like to participation in a planning effort designed to identify and address local 
and statewide challenges that affect our unique urban water quality issues, please plan to attend. 
 
We will meet on June, 19th, 2014, in front of The Antelope Park Shelter (map enclosed), and 
take a City vehicle to various locations throughout the City from 5:30 to 7:30 PM. Please commit to 
lending your expertise to this meeting. 
 
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
 
 **Please let me know if you are able to attend so that I can make appropriate plans to 
accommodate everyone**   
 
Thank you in advance for your commitment to participate. 
Jeffrey M. Polkowski 
Environmental Program Coordinator 
Watershed Management 
Public Works/Utilities Department 
 
949 West Bond Street 
Lincoln, NE 68521 
(402)-441-8427
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ANTELOPE CREEK SUB-BASIN FOCUS GROUP 
 
Watershed Management 
May, 2014 
BACKGROUND 
The City of Lincoln has a federal and state required stormwater permit known as the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (NPDES – MS4) for drainage of urban stormwater runoff to local creeks and 
drainage ways.  This is in compliance with the provisions of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as regulated nationally by the 
Environmental Protection Agency and statewide by the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality.   
This permit requires the City to implement control measures and other management practices (known as Best Management 
Practices) to reduce pollutants in urban stormwater runoff.  These Best Management Practices help mitigate the quality and many 
times the quantity of urban stormwater runoff.  Examples of Best Management Practices include rain gardens, pervious pavements, 
and green roofs that use evapotranspiration, infiltration, detention and filtration to help reduce pollution. 
The City developed a Watershed Basin Management Plan for Antelope Creek to aid in implementing the use of Best Management 
Practices specifically within the Antelope Creek watershed and apply lessons learned from that effort toward implementing Best 
Management Practices city wide.   
One of the recommendations of the Antelope Creek Watershed Basin Management Plan is the initiation of a focus group (i.e. 
stakeholders group) to assist with implementing Best Management Practices within a specific sub-basin of Antelope Creek located 
generally between Antelope Creek and Sheridan Blvd., between 27
th
 and 33
rd
 Streets (i.e. the drainage area that drains to the 
general Antelope Park area, see enclosed map).  The focus group is tentatively called the Antelope Creek Sub-Basin Focus Group.   
FOCUS GROUP CHARGE STATEMENT 
The goal of the Antelope Creek Sub-basin Focus Group is to aid in the implementation of Best Management Practices to reduce 
pollutants in urban stormwater runoff within the sub-basin area.  
The Focus Group could assist in: 
• Identifying residents in the sub-basin who are interested in reducing pollution. 
• Provide input towards reducing pollutants in urban stormwater runoff within the sub-basin area. 
• Attend Focus Group meetings.  
• Possibly assist in creating a larger Focus Group that encompasses the entire Antelope Creek Basin.  
• Review and provide suggestions on any proposed water quality programs/projects for this area. 
• Help disseminate information regarding the 75-25 cost-share program for residents of the Antelope Creek Sub-Basin area.  
• Review any proposed City stormwater quality projects being proposed for the sub-basin or the Antelope Creek area. 
• Other items as suggested and agreed upon by the Focus Group. 
 
The Focus Group will work with staff from the City of Lincoln Watershed Management Division. Additional technical or facilitation 
resources from other sources or agencies will be sought as needed. Currently it is hoped that the Focus Group will meet every other 
month for one year. 
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SUGGESTED MEMBERS FOR FOCUS GROUP 
 
Antelope Park Neighborhood 
Association 
President: JoAnn Asch 
 
Country Club Neighborhood 
Association 
President: Justin Carlson 
 
Greater South Neighborhood 
Association 
Contact: Daniel King 
 
Near South Neighborhood Association 
President: James Friedman 
 
Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Dept. 
Karl D. Dietrich 
 
Lower Platte South NRD 
Kyle Hauschild 
 
Business owner with BMPs 
 
Homeowners with BMPs 
 
Antelope Creek Master Plan  
Task Force Member: Karen Amen 
 
Project Staff 
City Watershed Management:  
Jeffrey Polkowski jpolkowski@lincoln.ne.gov 
(402) 441-8427 
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Meething 2: The Antelope Shelter, Antelope Park 6/19/14 5:30PM – 7:30PM 
 
SUMMARY OF TASK FORCE MEETING AGENDAS 
05/15/14 Meeting 1: Presentation by City staff (Master Plan planning process, discussion of 
Lincoln urban pollutants, drainage permit requirements, explanation 
ofexisting cost-share programs, etc.) 
 
06/19/14 Meeting 2: Tour of Best Management Practice facilities  
 
TBD     Meeting 3: Update on City efforts, Discussion of focus group ideas and any focus  
   group efforts. 
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10.13 Brochure and Map, Stakeholders Group Meeting #2 BMP Tour 
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10.14 Invitation to Stakeholders Group Meeting #3 
October 15, 2014 
 
 
Dear Kristen, 
 
First I would like to thank you for participating in the Antelope Park Cost-Share Program. Now that 
it is coming to an end, I would like to invite you to a meeting to discuss the effectiveness of the 
cost-share program. This meeting is designed in a way in which I will ask you questions regarding 
your experience with the program and attempt to gather your feedback. This meeting is very 
important in that your thoughts opinions will help me to improve future cost-share programs that 
you may be able to participate in.  
 
In addition to the focus group meeting, enclosed is a quick survey and a pre-paid envelope. Please 
take a few minutes to fill this out and mail back to me. The information you have to offer would be 
very valuable to this project and to future projects like it. If you cannot attend the meeting, filling 
out this survey would still be extremely helpful to improving this program. 
 
The meeting will take place on October, 30th, 2014, at The Antelope Park Shelter (map 
enclosed), and will last from 5:30 to 6:30 PM. Please commit to lending your experiences to this 
meeting.  
 
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. Finally, please let me know if you are 
able to attend so that I can make appropriate plans to accommodate everyone.   
 
Thank you in advance for your commitment to participate. 
 
 
 
 
Jeffrey M. Polkowski 
Environmental Program Coordinator 
Watershed Management 
Public Works/Utilities Department 
 
949 West Bond Street 
Lincoln, NE 68521 
(402)-441-8427 
 
 
 
 
Final Meeting: The Antelope Shelter, Antelope Park 10/30
 Please call/email if you have any questions! 
jpolkowski@lincoln.ne.gov 
(402) 441 - 8427  
 
 
/14 5:30PM 
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– 6:30PM 
 
 
10.15 Survey Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 1 Comments: 
“This was really a wonderful opportunity I feel privileged that we received grant funding to complete a shared rain garden (m
“If it were not for this program, I would not have undertaken this project.”
“I do wish more of the neighborhood would have been involved in the project. Any natural way to help in landscaping to help n
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly Agree Agree
18
Question 1: I understand that this cost
restoring the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of Antelope Creek.
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly Agree Agree
10
Question 2: I understand that this cost
Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality (NDEQ) and the City of Lincoln.
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly 
Agree
Agree
16
Question 3: I understand that the landscaping techniques that I have applied are considered Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) that are used to prevent or control the discharge of pollutants and 
y neighbor and I)”
 
ature benefits everyone”
Neutural Disagree Strongly 
Disagree
4
1 0 0
-share has been offered to me by the City of Lincoln with the goal of 
Neutural Disagree Strongly 
Disagree
10
1 1 0
-share has been offered to me through an agreement between the 
Neutural Disagree Strongly 
Disagree
5
0 0 0
minimize runoff to streams and lakes. 
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Section 2 Comments: 
“This was a very easy program to complete the application. NebGuides were helpful”
“Jeffrey was very professional - but was also very interested in our neighborhood sharing of the garden. His enthusiasm made me more comfortable at the onset 
of the project” 
“It took a little to understand the application (are multiple rain barrels allowed? Are all components of the application nec
required? Are planning expenses incurred before approval covered?). Jeff was helpful in answering 
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly Agree Agree
13
Question 4: The initial application that I filled out in order to receive grant funding 
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly Agree Agree
12
Question 5: The response time to the application by project coordinator was within 
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly Agree Agree
16
Question 6: The initial site visit by project coordinator was informative and helpful 
 
essary? What level of detail is 
all my questions.” 
Neutural Disagree Strongly 
Disagree
8
0 1 0
was easy to understand.
Neutural Disagree Strongly 
Disagree
9
1 0 0
reason.
Neutural Disagree Strongly 
Disagree
5
1 0 0
for continuing my project. 
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Section 3 Comments: 
“Very well worth the effort!” 
“Acquiring the necessary signatures from the various city departments took a very long time. Other steps were quick and perfec
“It actually exceeded my expectations. This was nearly effortless on my part It couldn’t have run smoother.
“The initial wait period stopped some of my construction (1 month). This was nobody’s fault, but the stormy weather delayed th
guys. They were ready to begin in late April/early May. Then came the storm!
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly Agree Agree
11
Question 7: Completing the cost
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly Agree Agree
11
Question 8: The time it took to complete each step of the cost
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly Agree Agree
14
Question 9: Overall, I am satisfied with the entire cost
tly reasonable.
” 
e gutter guys and the concrete 
” 
Neutural Disagree Strongly 
Disagree
8
1 2 0
-share program required about as much effort as I 
expected.
Neutural Disagree Strongly 
Disagree
8
2 1 0
-share program was 
reasonable.
Neutural Disagree Strongly 
Disagree
7
1 0 0
-share program experience.
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Section 4 Comments: 
“I think that as a whole it worked out great and was beneficial to us 
“Great opportunity - thanks you for helping us with our property.
“Waiting for check but don’t anticipate any problems.
“A visit from a BMP coach might have been helpful in installing and maintaining our project. We tried learn as much as we coul
(and are still learning) but access to expert advice would have been very welcome.
“Thanks to Jeffrey - this rain garden has been the talk of the neighborhood. I am pleased the run off issues from my driveway has helped, the city as 
well as my home.” 
“My backyard looks so much better now! Thank you!”
“Love having the rain gardens in both my front yard and backyard. I hope they both take off and fill in the area.
0
5
10
15
20
Strongly 
Agree
14
Question 10: I understand how to maintain the project(s) that have been installed at 
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Question 11: I intend to maintain the projects made possible through this cost
program for longer than two years after they have been installed at my home.
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Question 12: If I had known what I know now about the cost
would agreed to participate when the program was initiated in February 2014.
and had good people to work with. Thank you!” 
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10.16 Antelope Park Sub-Basin Identified Cluster 
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10.17 Antelope Park Sub-Basin Identified Cluster 
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10.18 Lower Antelope Creek Sub-Basin Land Use 
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10.19 27
th
 and “O” Sub-Basin Land Use 
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10.20 Downtown Sub-Basin Land Use 
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10.21 Woods Park Sub-Basin Land Use 
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10.22 Eden Park Sub-Basin Land Use 
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10.23 Roberts Park Sub-Basin Land Use 
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10.24 Upper Antelope Creek Sub-Basin Land Use 
 
